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Phoenix Aroused by
Apparent Murder.

Held

Carts

turned to aiding flatlin and his family who were soundly asleep, to escape. When the body was found the
fire was practically over and
the
men, women and children fell back
horror struck over the gruesome discovery. Higginbotham was lying on
his fare, fully dressed, but with clothing and flesh burned to a cinder.
Over his body lay a tangled mass of
light wires which had fallen from the
celling.
Uatlin, the proprietor of the boarding house, said tonight that Hlgglnbotham, he believed, had died while
trying to save members of the Oatlin
family.
Other people outside 'th-- '
house say that the dead man was
once safely outside but that the alarm
was given that members of the Oatlin
family were In the house, and that he
went back to rescue them. It Is
that he rushed Into the mass
of wfres which had fallen from the
celling and that he was killed by an
electrlck shock.
Hlgginbotham was an old friend of
the Oatlin family. He had been here
for about a month and the funeral will
he held here. He had some money on
deposit In the bank here and was considered well fixed uanclally, He was 37
years old and a hachellor. but has two
sisters living in Fannin county. Texas,
his home. He was a blacksmith hv
trade.
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Moscow Bank.

Poor Seamanship.

WORKED AS IF DRJLLED

IS
WEAR AT ALOKOTRAS

Dclegiucs GrMunllv
Boats for an

Getting close to
.

I'lutei-stumllng-

Algeciras, Mar. 20. A basis for th
adjustment of the rival claims of
France and Oermany before the conference on the Moroccan reforms has
not yet been found. The Associated
Press learns from one of the most Interested of the delegates that the
are preparing a further police
hoped will contain
project which It
a
suggestion less objectionable to
France than the Casa Blanca proposition, while at the same time safeguarding the international principle
The proposed gunrantee consists of
an Inspecting general with full power,
nominated by the powers, to whicn
he shall be responsible.
It is stated this evening that this
week will see the end of the conference, but the Impression Is growing
that a settlement Is much nearer than
In admitted by the delegates.
May Interrogate Headquarters.
Algeciras, Mar. 20. Extreme animation prevail here, delegates to the
Moroccan conference
believing that
final results are near at hand. Fnless
an agreement Is speedily secured the
powers
icpresentatlves
of neutral
the French
threaten to Interrogate
and Oerman representatives
before
the conference. M. Kegnuult, second
delegate of the French mission, has
taken the Initiative and has prepared
ihe draft of an agreement seeking to
n
reconcile the French and
projects. The committee already
has approved a portion of the
plan but the disputed point relative to the Inspection of Moroccan
police remains unsettled.
The Moroccan conference did not
hold a session today, but the committee discussed the French and Austrian police projects. A conciliatory
spirit prevails but no definite conclusion has been reached and the decisThe
ion went over until tomorrow.
feeling ai ig Ihe delegates has Improved, owing to the resumption of
deliberation!, although no new tangible developments have occurred.
Looks flnttefiil In Berlin.
Aus-Irla-
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Carried Through Yesterday

in

Without a Hitch.
Moscow,

Mar. 20.

The Credit

Role In House.
WILL BE FINAL TEST
OF INSURGENTS'

STRENGTH

Washington, Mar. 20. The state-b- y
hood bill will be taken up
the
house In the morning under a special
rule which is required to take it from
the speaker's desk, where It now reposes.
The special rule Is necessary
else without it the bill goes by routine to the house committee on territories where there Is grave reason to
believe, once It hns reached. It will remain for an indefinite period.
In turn, it requires u vote of the
house to adopt the speeiul rule to take
the bill from the speaker's desk and
end It to conference and on this vote
there will be forty minutes of debate
This debate will be shared between
the advocates of concurrence In the
senate amendment cutting out
and Arizona and the members
wild will stand by the house bill.
The advocates of the house bill have
a decided tactical advantage In the
vote on the special rule since ther
are a good many members who would
be inclined to favor the senate amendments but who would not care to vote
against a rule direct from the speaker's room.
A meeting of the republican "Insurgents" will probably be held In the
morning, when their course will b"
determined. The leaders of the insurgents declare that the rule will
adopted, but that while they have no
objection to sending the bill to conference they will vote against the rule
as they consider It a form of constructive Instruction to the Tiousc conferees that they must not report unless they can reach an agreement
In accordance with the house bill.
The Insurgents predict that the vote
on the special rule tomorrow morning will be the last one In which the
"regulars" can hold their strength
and that If the report comes In from
the conferees Arizona und New Mexico will be eliminated from the bill.
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tual, one of the largest banks in Moscow, was mysteriously rubbed by
masked men at dusk tonight, the robbers securing $432,000. It was an unusually daring job. The facts already
developed raise the quest inn whether
the robbery was committed by or under the direction of some one at ores- ent
previously employed In lie
bank
According to the story of th guard
In the twinkling of an eye they were
confronted
With rcvnlvers
in the
hands of twenty masked men. who
had entered silently the main door,
which hud been locked when the office force left.
After a command t.i
the guards to hold up their bands not
a word was spoken. The guards were
quickly bound and gagged and throw n
into a dark corner. Tin- robbers then
took up positions ut all the entrances and the curtains of the windows were lowered. The chief of the
robbers, who directed the operations
of his associates by gestures and without speaking, showed thorough familiarity with the location of the vaults
When nil was ready he went to the
heavy burglar-proo- f
safe and With a
tffW whirls of the knob threw the combination of the lock, the heavy door
swung open and the treasure of the
bank was revealed.
The plunder, consisting of gold, silver and notes, wus speedily thrust Into sacks. When a clean haul of the
money had been made not a ho peck
being left, the robber departed as silently as they came, making their exIs
Against the it through
the main entrance and
leaving no trace behind (ham. The)
had been in the bank less than h alf
an hour.
Morning Journal.
Died Martyr to Revolution.
St. Petersburg, Mar. 20. Lieutenant Schmidt, loader of the naval revolt nt Sebastopol, November
last,
SANTA FE COUNTY GRAND
who was tried by court martial
and
who was shot near (Mchuknff fortress,
Russia,
south
yesterday,
with throe
JURY TURNS OUT THE BILL
sailors sentenced to death for mutiny,
being made a hero and martyr by the
revolutionists. The lluss prints a de
Spjfclal to the Morning Journal.
V tailed account of the execution The
Santa Fe, N. M.. Mar. 20. The terM condemned men were taken to the
rltorial grand jury, whiclr has been in small deserted Island of Borlaan and
at sunrise. Schmidt addressed
session here for some days past, today shot
executioners, sixty sailors, saying:
completed its work and will make lis the
"I
die
for the Russian people and the
report tomorrow morning.
and many of you doubtless
Twenty true bills will he reported fatherland
will hereafter share my death for thi
to Judge McFle and although none of same
cause."
these Indictments have been made
Schmidt refused to accept the sacpublic it ia announced tonight that
rament and asked not to be blindfoldone of the Indictments is directed ed.
He met death with his eyes open
against the Morning Journal, the
and head up. The firing parly was
charge being criminal libel.
stationed nt fifty paces. Two SatlorS
The Indictment names I). A.
killed at the first volley ami one
president and manager of were
at the third Schmidt did not
tile Morning Journal, and the charge more
fall until the fourth volley.
la understood to be based on stateWhy Russia Loot.
ments published In the Morning JourMar. 20. General
St. Petersburg.
nal while Secretary J. Wallace Ray-nol- Kuropatkln's
last order of the day to
was before the senate commitManchurlan army, printed
tee on territories
following his ap- the First
Is a remarkable exposure of the
pointment, and prior to his confirma- today.
Russian defeats, showing
tion, on charges of pardoning crim- causestheyof were
due lo lack of preparthat
inals for political purposes and other ation
and equipment and to Ihe fact
unsuvory charges brought before the
that there were no explosives for the
senate committee by citizens of New mountain
artillery, etc.. In the early
Mexico who were opposing his
stages of the war. lie does not shlnt
own responsibility as minister of
The Indictment, l Is understood. Is Ills
war before the war. hut points nut
bused on the libel law passed by the that
the cnuses of defeat were deeper,
Suntu Fe office holders during the namely
the morals of the troops and
last session of the legislature,
officers,
who did not display
is a revival of the ancient libel Independence, or enthusiasm. Initiative
All this
law of 1893.
the general boldly announces Is atA similar Indictment has been retributable to oppression and bureauturned by the Jury against J. H.
rule during the last fifty ye n
editor and publisher of th cratic
He congratulated the troops on the
Industrial Advertiser, a weekly paper advent
of liberty and hopes for a republished In Albuquerque, on the generation
of the people.
same grounds.
A deputy sheriff left Santa Fe toforeman Killed Seven Italians.
night for Albuquerque with warrants
Rrlstol, Tenn.. Mar. 20. Informafor service In both indictments.
tion from Marlon. X. C. la to the effect that In n fight between a railroad
Hamilton GrOWS Dungcrmi.
the
New York. Mar. 20 The Herald foreman and Italian laborers.
foreman In defending himself, clubbed
today published a fac slmllle of what seven
of the men to death with .1
purports to be a voucher for 7ii,000
given Andrew Hamilton, October. crowbar.
18915. by the treasurer of Ihe republican nutional committee. The Herald
auys Hamilton alleges that the receipt
was received by him In acknowledgment of a contribution to the republican national campaign fund. Cornelius N. Bliss, treasurer of Ihe republican national committee, denies
that such a sum was paid by Hamilton or the New York Life. He says
no such vouchor exists.
He declined
to look at the photograph of the alleged voucher but said the whole
thing was a lie.
i
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the Wrecked Boat.

Victoria, B. C, Mar. 20. The finding of the commissioners appointed to
look into tlie Valencia disaster was
made today.
The report found Captain Johnson
blameable In not having located his
position by the Cnlitilla lightship before he attempted to enter the straits
and held Mm guilt of grave errors of
judgment also Iii not having made due
allowance for the northward set at
the current, well known to coast navigators. Censure was passed upon the
luck of discipline prevailing after th"
wreck, as well as on the broken corks
of the cement ufe preservers and the
Inefficiency of the drill. Those on the
steamers Salvor and Czar were found
to have been in ignorance of there
being Uvea on the wreck, when they
ent to Bamfleld to dispatch assistance over the trail, the Queen having
reported this material fact to the City
of Topeka. but not to the Canadian
steamer. The Topeka was found under Ihe circumstances not to have
properly stood by. w hile the Czar and
Salvor were adjudged' to have acted
With due discretion.
The finding Included
number of recommendations
for the betterment of protection to
ships traversing waters contiguous t.)
Hie Vancouver island coast.

FOR KILLING OF
TANNEBAUM
BUNCH OF PARTICIPANTS

San Francisco, Mar 20. Mrs, Rachel Tennebaum today swore to a

complaint before Judge Cabanlss,
charging Frankie J. Neil. Mark Shaii- ghneaay, Timothy Mciiruth,
William
Roche, Thomas Ifurke, James Kelley
and John Robert Fiayne with killing
and slaying Without
malice on the
night of February 2S her son Harry
Tennebaum. during a glove OODteut
bald In .Mechanics'

pavilion.

Herbert Choynakl. attorney for .the
Tosemlte club, requested to be allowed further time to prepare his case,
but Judge Cabanlss declined to permit delay and took up the case of
Neil. McGrath, Kelley and Fiayne.
Dr. Kusiche, autopsy surgeon lo the
coroner, was called to the stand and
reiterated the testimony given by him
at the preliminary hearing.
Owing to the absence of Police
Lieutenant McManus, who was presen I
at Hie tight, further hearing of the
ca?o was postponed until Thursday
morning.
Senator Bailey's Fa titer Dead.
New Orleans. Mar. 20. J. W. Hall-efather of Senator Bailey, died earlv
this morning. Senator Hailey ia on
Mr. Hailey was horn
his way here,
In New York In 18.14, but was educated In the south and has long been a
prominent resident of Crystal Springs.
Miss., whence he was brought here
for an operation, from which he never
--

rallied.

Left the Gas Turned On.
Pittsburg. Pa Mar. 2. The entire family of John H. Williams,
and station agent ut O leii Osborne, Pa . were found iiuconsclolia
from asphyxiation today. The family
consisted of father, mother and five
children. Heroic efforts were made to
revive Hie victims and were finally
successful.
.

post-must-

DIED

SARCASTIC

Minns In Convention Delegate the
Longed for Sell lenient to (inicial-.- .
IndlanapoliB. Ind.. Mar. 20. The
second Joint conference of the con
miners and operators of the competitive district comprising the statea of
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and western
Pennsylvania, which waa the result
of the efforts of President Roosevelt
to effect a permanent peace In the
coal industry throughout the ITnlted
States, adjourned this afternoon after
referrlnf to the demands of the miners
to the Joint scale committee, which
will begin im deliberations tomorrow
at 9 o'clock.

FEVER PUNISHES

EMBEZZLER OF $60,000

Chlcugo, Mar. 20. Attorney
all day today
era Moody apoke
In the hearing of Hie immunity pleas
advanced by Hie packers, concluding
his argument Just in time to allow
him to take a train for Washington.
He declined
that the pleas of the
packers were mil well founded, and
that they could not he entitled to Imtheir
munity because they had glv-fevidence of their own free will, and
hail not been placed on oath, nor subjected to compulsion of any kind. H
ut times grew very sarcastic In his
references to the statements of th"
attorneys that their clients could not
I"' punished because they had voluntarily given evidence lo Commslslonvi
Oareld.

Sun Francisco, Cal., Mar. 20. Confirmation of flic death of Allen Howard .the absconding broker, who left
hern last August with fso.ooo, has
boen received by the chief of police In
s communication from the state department enclosing three dispatches
from Alfred Wlnslow, American con- iiul at Ciiatcmalu City. The dlspatch- les chlelly tell of Howard's flight
through New Orleans to Port Barras
and of his attempt to reach Guatemala
city by a circuitous
route. While
stopping at a amull hamlet ho was
tricken with yellow fever, from
which he died within a few days. Only seven cents was found among hi

I

The Morning Journal today
consists of ten pages. Readers
who do not receive the paper
complete will confer a favor by
promptly notifying this office.
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(Ily Associated I'i es.-- .,
Washington. Mar. 20. In less th in
R,
Leavenworth. Kas.. Mai. 20. Cap- twenty minutes' time today the señala
tain Arthur Trelford, sime isas sup- VOtad away ' 140,000,000 of the pub-I- k'
funds. This sum Is carried by tha
erintendent of construction of the new pension
which
bill.
appropriation
United states penitentiary on the Fort brief document was made the subject
Leavenworth reservation. has been of very little discussion.
Tin- railroad tate bl)l was laid asid.
appointed superintendent of the New
Mexico territorial penitentiary at San- - for the day ami the major portion of
time was devoted to consideration
ta Fe by J ov. Herbert J, Hagerman, the
of tlie fortlcatlons appropriation bill.
vice I!. (1. BuraUm, resigned.
In that connection the necessity for
Captain 1'relford has lendeder his sea coast formication in the Philipresignation to' take effect on the 30th pines waa discussed at conaMoraMa
length, with the result that all provior March.
Captain Trelford serv e
in
the sions for such fortifications In tliesa
Fourth cavalry and was discharged as islands was eliminated from the bill.
a first sergeant.
He was a guard a! The consideration of the measure was
the Idaho stale prison and in 1S!7 not concluded.
There was also a brief discussion
came here as a guard at the I'nitcd
He was wounded In of the power of a conference commitSlates prison.
tee so as to amend the hill providing
the tight wilh the mutineers. November 1, 1901, when he escaped from for the punishment of premature aa
of govarngsent secrets so
them and organized a searching party.
He expects to take ills new position to make tin- Inhibition extend to senators and members of the house, but
early In A,pril.
ihe subject wus left undisposed of for
the time.
SANTA FE II s Mil HEARD
When the senate convened. OverOF rill. APPOINTMENT
man presented an amendment to tha
Special to Ihe Morning Journal.
Sanfu Fe. N. M.. Mar. 10. The railroad rate hill providing that In
news of tlie appointment of Captain cases of review of the findings of the
Arthur Trelford of Fort Leavenworth Interstate commerce cnmmlaslnti by
"No writs. Injunctions or
to be superintendent of the penitenthe courts
tiary, succeeding H O. Buraum, had luterlocutary orders shall be granted
not been announced In Santa Fe to- by any district or circuit court without
day, but the news is no surprise since first giving five days' notice to the
It has been understood for BOJBO time adverse party nor until the petition
that a Kansas man would he appoint- and answer are tiled and heiirlng
ed to the place.
thereon íh hold."
New Ootnpaitle
Incorporate.
HOUSE OBJECTS TO PACKING
The following anieles of incorporas I'sKD B V M'.AATK
BOVKS
tion huye been filed In the office of
Washington, Mar. 20. The holloa
(he territorial secretary:
of representatives today did business
Bond and Nohl company.
Incormicroscope in one hand unit
porators are fleorge V. Bond of Trin- with
the
idad. Colorado: Franklin
llond and the hill making appropriation for emalarias of Ita officers and its
Jose Leandro Marline,. Kspanolo.
retiult
ptoyes
In
The
the oilier hand.
Tlie amount of capital stock is fixed it
150,000, Ml. 000 of which his been was that although live and and a half
George W. hours was spent in reading the legissubscribed as follows:
lative appropriation bill for amend
Bond, J .Olio Franklin Bond,
25 pages were comand Jose Leandro Martines, menf. less than
The splrll of economy in lit$2,000.
The location of the principal pleted.
Points
office of the incorporation is and shall tle things was all absorbing.
be at Española,
and Louis F. Nohl of order were made and many of
Increasto
proposed
will act as principal agent. The pe- them were fatal
riod limited for the duration of the ed salaries of officers, Janitors, doorcompany is titty years. The object of keepers messengers and laborers. A
enthe corporation Is to buy. Ball, ex- point of ordar whicsh made the year
change, barter, deal in ami Incumber gine room of the house 1270 a
all kinds and classes of goods and Instead of $2 HO. as proposed, caused 1
merchandise and to operate and carry constitutional debate o more than
on a general merchandise
business. an hour on the point as to whether
Also to purchase, hold, sell or dispose the house could do .is it saw fit in the
of and
the shares of capital matter of fixing the alunes of Its emto he
stock and the capital stock of any ployes. The conclusion seemed
that it prescribed
other corporation or company. They that it could, and
will also deal in real estate and trans- its own action by Its rules. However,
Increasing a
act oilier business specified 111 the ar- these rules prohibited
salary without provision of law. The
ticles of Incorporation.
Mining company. final round for the day was a débale
Tlie Searchlight
Incorporators together with the aliares as lo whether the house could get as
owned by each are: L. T. Wilson. Bl good packing boxes as the senate did
Prso, Texas. 20.000 shares: Kit Car- for Us members and Anally a move
son, Orogrande, áO.000 shares; J. (,. w is made to eliminate packing boxes
Kenan, F.I Paso, Texas, Ti.OOfl shares, entirely from the perquisites of memand D. F. Holt, of Onigrande, 10, 000 bers, which failed.
Hearing in liquor Traffic Bin.
shares. Tlie amount of capital stock
Washington. Mar. 20. The houm
Is fixed at 180,000, all of which has
committee'on
judiciary held a hearing
been subscribed. The principal place
of buslnesM will be at Orogrande. New today on the Hepburn bll and other
Mexico, but branch offices will be In- BBS laurea for the regulation of Interstituted wherever the company may state traffic In liiUor.
Wallace Before Canal Committee.
deem it advisable. The officers of the
Washington, Mar. 20. John F.
company which consist of L. T. WilWallace, former member of the Panason,
El Paso. Texas, president; Kit ma
canal commission today testified
Carson. Orogrande, resident manager
before the senate committee concernand first vice president: H. b.
ing
Hie type of canal to be constructBl Paso, Texas, second
vie
president; D. V.. Holt. Orogramle, sec- ed In Panama. He favored the
retary, and J. (1. Kenan. Bl Paso.
Texas. trSOSUref, The purpose of this BTJPPERANr ITED CLERK
corporation will be to prospect and
PROBLEM I ok CONGREM
search for mineral lands on the pubMorning Journal BureuU. j
The
terlic doman and other lands In the
Pennsylvania Ave.. N. W.
122
ritory of New Mexico and SlMWhSTJ
D, '., Mar. II.
Washington.
and to cany on a general mining busCongress Is confronted with a
iness.
problem of retiring ihe superThe Beckwlth Mining company.
clerks In the guvernment
Incorporators, all of whom own 10.000 annuated
There are more than
shares each, are: Kit Carson of Oro- departments.
of these lerks who are
grande, Elisabeth Beckwlth, Helen five hundred
fo perform the duties for
II. Martin and Laura Beckwlth. of F.I unable
which they are paid, many of them
Paso, Texas; L. C. Chapman. M. II. being
taken to office In a rolling rhnlr
Chapman and D. F. Holt,, of Oroand cannot work but n few hours a
gramle. The incorporation has a cap- day.
ital stock of $25.000. all of whi.'h
Congressman Phil P. Campbell, now
stock has been paid In. The princi- comonly
known as 'Htandard Oil
pal place of business of Ihe ompany
suggested to
shall be located at liogrande and Kit Campbell." of Kansas,day
when th
the other
Carson shall net as resident manager. the house
was under consideration, that
The purpOaO of the Incorporation Is matter
rules be applied to
thai of carrying on a general mining the civil service persons
In governappointment of
business.
a
specified term, and
to
employ
ment
then let them go out and make their
Big lire In Nehrnaka Town.
k wa) in the world before they reached
North Loup. Neli.. Mar. 20.
tr Cowen's department store. H. the age when they are Incapacitated
to take care of themselves.
e
K. Oavla' furniture store and Ihe
In answer to this proposition. Conat thla place ere destroyed bj
fire today and several buildings III the gressman Livingston of Ccorgla paid:
neighborhood were damaged.
Ixiss A man goes into the government service In one of the departments at ths
In about t:ir,.ooo.
age of 2f. He knows nothing whatever about clerical work there.
He
Fire Completes the Ituln.
Ouray. Col.. Mar. 20. The ruins Is put to work and It takes a year or
By and by the
the great Camp Bird mill, six miles two to train him.
from (luray. which was wrecked by a chief or chief clerk or somebody else
He Is
snowslide Saturday evening, caught gets him to be very exact.
fire early tills morning, and every shrewd, has a good brain, snd above
slick of limber not covered with annw everything else, is willing to work
was destroyed.
The fire practically and It makes 111 difference what a
ruined the machinery which waa not man has In his head aniens he Is willing to work.
He gathers the statismade worthless by the slide.
t
tics of thai department all Into his
head. lie can answer a question In
OROOKBFEILCR II As CANCER e a moment Ha can refer to a book lu
I Ml Kit
O
,1
second, und can answer any que
HIS lUM.t I
New
20.- - The a Hon
York,
Mar.
that may be naked wllh refera ence lo the details of Hie work of
Evening Post says:
a
confirmation waa obtainedthat department.
See what s bel.,
today of the statement!) (but O that man Is. Now, when he gets th
&0 yeurs old he Is juat as bright:
William Rockefeller Is luffering a
from a cancer at the bus ol the e when he gets to be 00 years old ha
tongue, but It la not of the vlru- - a Is Juat as bright, and by reason of his
type thai has been reported, a great knowledge und experience, he
Is a vastly more
valuable employe
-
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FOR PACKERS

COUNSEL

Senate Passes $140,000,000

Bab-COC-

YELLOW

ATTORNEY GENERAL ROASTS

Word

;

HELD FOR MANSLAUGHTER

MOODY GROWS HOWARD

COAL STRIKE DKCISION GOBI
TO JOINT SCALE COMMITTEE

Arthur

Russia Stunned by Daring of Robbery Canadian Ships Shown to Have Been Prison Guard for Years

ON CHARD E

MTTLE DOING IN THE DAILY
OH. TRUST BEARING
20.
Mar.
The second
St. Louis.
day's Heaalon of the oil hearing In the
ouster case of Missouri agalnt the
Standard. Republic and Water rlerve
waa marked by the
Oil companies,
failure of H. Clay Pierce to appear
as a witness and the sworn testimony
of Dr. Bond, his physician, that Mr.
Pierce was threatened with pneumonia and unable to leave his room, and
of
the severe
Charles M. Adams, secretary-treusurWaterji-Plerccompany,
who
e
of the
was again upon the stand and occupied most of the day with hla testimony.
Stock certificates were produced and read to show that the
ttandard company held stock in the
In
1900,
company
Herlln, Mar. ao.No official state- Waters-Pierc- e
ment Is yet forthcoming regarding the when that company wa reorganised.
Oerman position at Algeciras hut
to the newspapers here Indi- FRENCH MINERS REFT IE
INCREASE OF TBS PER CENT
cate an agreement is probable
Francs Also cheerful.
and Situation In
Paris. Msr. 10. The foreign office Coal Men Are Cnciisy
.ni- - la Grave.
expects mi early understanding at
Lans, France, Mar. 20. The minhut no Information to the effect that such nn agreement actually ers' congress today rejected the com-10
of an Increase of
had been achieved has reached Paris panies' proffer
per cent In wages. The action of th"
Heal
urccineiil.
rumor of
will be submitted
lindnn. Mnr 20. - According to the to "nun. however, of
the 51,000 strithe referendum
Rven'ng News of this city teleg'-imeived In London fnm Alge- - kers.
were
is
The strikers are still excited. Tutoi'av stlHng the Moroccan
occurreu
demonstrations
had reported the agreement multuous
this evening.
satisfactory In all parts
Reg-nau-

IN

WM

Lands the Job.

LACK OF DISCIPLINE ALSO

-

BELIEVE SKTTIiEMINT

MR.BURSUM

Funds of Big Captain Johnson Scored or Captain

NDICMENT

for Coroner's Jury.

Special to the Morning Journal.
Ariz.,
Phoenix,
Mar. 20. Sadie
Jones, aged IS, under commitment to
the territorial asylum for the insane
from Tombstone, died at that Institution late last night from injuries received at the hands of a female attendant named Bailie Jenks.
According to the story told by Tillie
Ditto, another attendant, who
ihe affair, the Jones woman
was thrown on u bed and a large rag
saturated with chloroform was held
over her face until she was helpless.
This procedure was explained by the
Jenks wnmsn to be necessary as a
punishment due the patient on ue
count of the disturbing noise she had
made.
The Ditto woman tried to
force her to desist but being underneath her In authority was unsuccessful.
The Jones woman died three hours
after the punishment was inflicted
but the matter whs kept from the authorities until this morning.
As soon as the crime was discovered the authorities went to the asylum
and placed Miss Jenks under arrest,
lo be held pending the coroner's examination, which Is set for tomorrow. She refuses to explain her action further than to say that she was
doing her duty.
Nothing has so stirred up Phoenix
for many months ami Ihe woman will
undoubtedly be tried for murder.

4

Higgenbotham Burned to Death

Special to the Morning Journal.
Alamogordo. N. M., Mar. 20. The
Gatlin boarding house here
was destroyed by fire at 4:30 o'clock
this morning and W. Ci. Hlgglnboth-am- ,
of Fannin count, Texas, a boarder, was burned to death, the other
occupants of the house barely escaping with their lives. Mr. C ulm, th.'
proprietor of the boarding hous
was seriously burned but will recover,
and members of his family were also
slightly Injured. The building Mid
contents were totally destroyed with
Insurance of $2,000. The origin of
the lire Ii not definitely known.
At first it was believed that the
(Ire had followed a murder and that
the building had been ignited in the
hope of covering up a crime.
The
Justice of the peace for Alamogordo
railed a coroner's jury to Investigate,
and this jury reached the conclusion
that the fire was caused by electric
light wires and that the direct cause
WAS HELD ON BED WITH
of tllgginbot ham's death was a shock
from these wires, n mass of tangled
CLOTH OVER HER FACE light wires having been found lying
around the body of the victim,
body was charred and
burned almost past recognition.
Fore some time after the the hrokP
It was not known that Higgin-bothaVictim Died in Arizona Asylum Three out
waa in the house, ail the effort! of the fire fighters having he n
Hours After "Treatment" Was

AdministeredNurse

MILLION
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a Month. PRICE 5 CENTS
a Year.
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Lost His Life in Trying BOLD DAI Iriv
n muii" wium
r iai uLniiiL
ni ii i r
nnnunu mm iir to
To Save Family ofFriend
STEALS HALF
FOR WRECK
SUCCEEDS 1 MILLIONS
From Blazing Building
L.
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AGE TWO

than when he came In al the age of
IS. Tou want Dimply to rob the got'
ernment of that man's services. whn
he ha received all his schooling and
all hi training right there, and ha
hile tu 'In
been well paid ull the
Why not let hltn stay there R
It.
long a he Is efflctent. and let the
government hav the benefli of hi
pedal knollge and ' training.
I
would lulMr. Campbell wild:
government at the
led him and thletting
him out while
name time by
he In Still capable of taking care of
himself. Now, la it nut true that in
elective office throughout the whole
country men are ee, j for a term of
two years to the ofrii of registrar ta
dreds. county Clerk. or unity Lri
urer. where It I jusi al important
i hat a man reinler accural!
service to
the people as in the publi.- eervli i
here in Washington. There they aet
for two year mur.'. lmt rarely fo u
lerttt
Why not make
third term.
of. say six years, and have the .itle
coming
in
and
young in n and women
going ut constant!) after n
term here In the pablk' service? Then
the question of a Ivll pension 111
will never worry the government, and
the question of having dOM injustice to an old emtiloye who has given
a life time to the service of the government will not lie ,i matter for i
here or elsewhere."
My cxperletn t here in Washlng- on
Mr. Livingston,
replied
ton."
that point i that ir yon tike a young
man
of 25 years and bill hiltl
into the clerical force in Washington
and keep him there twenty year
he is nt tit for anything else."
Mr. Campbell: "That Is to lay, (
Why
you keep him here too long.
' not let him serve six years and Ihetl
hTie he Is able to da
turn him out
something else?"
If he stays here twenty years he
has become unfit for an) "'In r employment." contended Mr. Livingston
'But. If li" stayed here six years'
answered the Kansnn. "he Is still ahl
to go out In the world and rnak- - a

Far Away Land.
NOW COMING INTO PLAY AS
PAWN

MOVER

HAKE Vs

t

ii
ORIM

III

l

w
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Hois- - Idaho. Mar
.a Judge
Beatty, In the United States courl today ouaahed the writs of bale as corpa In the eases of charles II Moyi
William I). Haywood and Oeorge A
Ivttibnne. He llrst granted the petition of the prosecutor to trike out
the material portions of the answers
Attorney k. F. Richardson gave
of an appeal to the United states
supreme court.
Judge Realty decide .1 that his cOtlll
l i Inquire in'
had not Jurisdiction
the prisoners
the methods wheiel,
rare brought Into this state in tie
proceeding at bar.
Miner. Head Not Guilty.
Hoise, Mar. 20. Mnyer. llayuo.nl
and PatUbonS today pleaded not guilarraigned
befóte Dlatrl
ty when
Judge Prank Smith at Caldwell, no
' ases were continued over the term
nnd date of trial being Indefinitely
fixed at about May IS. Judge flmKfi
announced that the Canyon county
Jail was unfit ami unsafe for these
prisoner. He ordered the reiDOVBj Of
and
Moer to the county j ill at l!oi,-it was stated he will send Haywood
the county jail at Wiener. Peltlbone
will remain in Jail at Caldwell. It Is
claimed the detectives wanted 'timen separated, their objei t bell
work on them Indiv idually In the hop
of obtaining some admission for tin
pt oaecutiou.
.1
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Washington. Mar. 20. Private ad"
to show
tend
vi.es
from Persia
that it is to have Us share of
limelight of public Interest. This
s accountable
to two causes: the
movement
plCtUroSdUe revolutionary
I
assuming an acute character
which
and Germany's attitude toward Asia
tflnor, which at a distance, Includes
Persia, whatever the revolution may
bring forth, it is said, n win never
become so important to the world as
the pari Persia will lake When Bng- land, France, itussla, end fierrhnny
til get together to define her Inter
national status.
i
is not forgotten in dlplo--j
tnatlc circles," hjií.i a diplomat, "in
fact, we an giving that country more
ittentlon than it is apparently worth
hill we an looking into the future.
The diplomatic circle may be called
a circle of f u l u rial scholar, forever
rabead. Thai
i.joking.it least one
what we are doing now. and we are,
d
therefore, especially interested.
has mttch to say concerning Pel'- and she says it. in spite of shal
üussi.i s.ys in objection, As to
she win leave well enough
.
and forget, so to
tlone II she Is
It U) tr'i".
.e,.k. that Persia exists.
he kaiser Is seeking for an opening
In Asia Minor, for the very gOOd reas-it- i
expound, d by one of my distinguished colleagues in explanation of
;iai extraordinary letter received
from Pi king.
i
ne'e Declaration.
"But, Bpropt - of England and Perito, li were well to remember
that
iboul three years igo Lord uanadown
t
In
urea
lei
.i
Uta
parJiamenl
not allow any other
Britain would
power to est ilillsh a naval base in the
Persian gulf, and Which assertion lit
the time, was construed as an Angll- ised Monroe do, ' 'ne
a significant Ircumstance, In view
ii Lord LetVidowOe'e declaration,
was
that In 18M the French consul at
Mus. at. on tin Arabian roust, obtained from the sultan a S" let ollceSslnM
ter a naval station at the port of Jlaett,
five tin!, s front .Muscat, and when the
la. i be. into know n in the Uritlsh oil- miral In ihoi a Hers n,. g ive Immedl-it- e
notice thai he would prevent any
Uch occupation pf JUMP by bombardment ii necessary, At the entrance of
o gulf on the Persian side lies Ihe
pori oi Duiidsr Abbas and the Island
nf I M n UK
The I. liter Is now a dc- to
Mind heap.
Twelve mile
the in. in lies the pori which Ruaste
hopes oine day to acquire (ti her
outlet lo the Indim oceeili and some
ESngllsll
organ at once advocated the
poli, v .f allow lag Kuesis la t ike 11
nut the policy, however, has been dead vel
oppoasul by the government,
is difficult In see how Russia
ind
can lulp herself in that quarter.
in- - ucii.
Hi jih'
VinbHtoa
Russia, al one., time (before tin
war) conceived thai n naval
Japan
station was. ami l necessary, to her
safely, and was formulating dans 10
to est ihllsh one at Uunder
(bitas, lipón which she long uto tlx"d
.tier territorial eye, It being Beg!
impossible for Russia in da eo ttow( en
Account of her weak Internnl condl- il h
oUld do il
lei t 'any
lino.
Rusel 'a help. Naturally, the de lelon
... n the
I at
conflicting
power
two
Ring-lan-

y,

.

i

UITK

;

I

i

i

i
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Have to be sought bi fori c
but powder and ha II i ould
is the question,
.i LanadToarne Intended to
be
tood in HiBl way, More than,
.le implied thai Oreal Britain
.ie to make bet words good
iiiMi any power or combination

o II

noUtii

iirhltt

li
undo,'
that,
v.

as

is ag
of pa ers (Ituvi-i- i and 'Germany) In- lined io dipute her. Mm hoa virtual
posse lion of those waters now, Hln
luis Aden ind llninli.iv an n ival base
and no oilier power ha either hl.n
Ii hill striking dis- in ..i. ling Stations
Her position an the Persian
lanri

1

nullf

'

stronger than that

bOeaMS
uiiiii r.ilhclv,army

quaatlonable
has u very

In Situ

l!ii.vi.i

i

i

i

his

there, whlls
dependable navy.

Rng-lan- d

Non
Lord I inadowtie'N
deilaralioii
tuny havs io be repeated for the hen.
i or nerniiny in Asia Minor and par

iht.

iatertea'

Part.

it bacomos a question what par!
Amortes i to play In the progress ol
now on III f
Ihlfl
land.
Vcrgi of great change " concludtd Hie
illpl
il.
h ive inierest
s
la
Tha
ere pioneers In lliii
I'eisl i. Tliey

l.

.
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Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

latter-da- y

Ii IN

v
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OF THE- -

First National Bank
Albuquerque. New Mexico
AT THE CLOSE OP BUSINESS, NOVEMBER

9, 1905

.

$3.130,784.81

& S. F. RAILWAY SYSTEM

DEPOSITOR. Y OF THE A.

VTINTOSH HARDWARE CO
Agents for Studebaker Wagons

Cattle

received here today announces that
Brooklyn, Miss.,
struck
lomado
ir Meridian, lasi niitlil and wrei k- it,
Enormous damage and loss o'
Hie is reported bul no figures were
received, Aiter smiting Brooklyn, the
tornado swept ai roal the country.
avlng a trail of devastation

n

II As

2,0S2,68t.2S

TOTAL

.S,1S0,7H4.H1

TOTAL

MS, 106.51
300,000.00

Captlal and Profits
Circulation
Deposits

Leans and Discounts
I 1,850.5.00
Bonds, stocks, Real Estate
M.SJJ.eu
18,500.00
Banking House and Furniture
9 800.ooo.00
fntted States Bond
Cash and Excitante ... 1.370,306.21 l.67W,30.íi

203 West Railrond Ave.

Tornado in Mississippi.
New Orleans, Mar. o. a dlopatcii

THE PORTE

LIABILITIES

RESOURCES

DRUGGIST

YIELDED.

--

and
Horse

SUCCESSORS

TO E. J. POST & C

1

PLOWS, SCRAPERS,
IIARKOWS, SHOVELS.

Protective

Sl'ADfS, ItAKfS,
HOES AND
GARDEN TOOLS.

Association

i
uJisas.a.sMsssssj
Concedes to Americana School slitp-mm- t
Prlvlligea in Byrlg.
BUILDING! 1IARWARE,
Ooffstanrtttople, Mar. 10. The porte
b is yielded to the American demands
CARPENTERS TOOLS,
uní lias informed the American legaNew
CORRUGATED ROOFING-BARtion that orders have been sent to
Mexico.
San Maroigl,
fieirut to admit, duty free, all conWtRE FENCE
signments for the American schools in
t In
Above
Ooccasion Tickets
Syria. The same note declares that for
STAPLES, BAR IRON
Will Be sold March
the porte ts ready to accord the same
Ricial recognition to American as to
Hie Dale of SI. IIÓ for the
al
STEEL., ETC
other schools if a request to that ef- Limit
ItOUnd
Trip.
I'illlll
t
departproper
to
is presented
the
'.
March 21th, 1909,
ment for each Institution separately.
to the Amersatisfactory
not
This
ican legation, where It is considered
to indicate a further attempt al
RAILROAD TIME TABLE
as similar requests for
the recognition of certain schools preT. A s. f. By., Albuquerque
sented to the ministry a year ago have
The legation
not yel been granted.
now proposes to apply more urgent
pressure for the recognition of the
Albuquerque
four most Important educational establishments.
Foundry and Machine Works
.
Harm less, itm Exhausting.
it. P. HALL. Proprietor
Home. Mar. L'O.- - - Signor Viga and
Blgnor Consolli members of the goic-er- Iron ami Ilrnss Castings, Oic, Cual,
(In effect November 12 1906.)
council of Catania, are reported
dnd iamber Car, Pullsys, flrat
Kuslbouml.
duel
from Palmee, to have fought
Horn. Babbitt Metal, Columna
No. 2., Atlantic Express, arrives 7:C5
ituiid-tikwith swords as the result of a politin in., departs at 8:15 n. m.
for
Iron
and
Fronts
No, 4., Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59 118
cal dispute, They fought thirty-nin- e
Repairs on Mining uní
bouts, and then, neither having nit Mlllin- - Machinery In Our .Specialty,
p. ni., departs 1L':0!i a. m.
reconciled.
they
became
other,
the
No. 8., Chicago & Kansas City ExWITH AMPLE MEANS
press, arrives 6 46 p. m departs
FOUNDRY
XD
PI TH Ills UNCLE
Side Itnllronii I'm "k Allumiierniie
7:4C p. ni.
AND
UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
fnt
At NT UNDER H ARDIAXSHII'
:.'n. 10., Chicago
Fast Mall, arrives
C:60 a. ni., departa 7:30 a. m.
H E
Mental Weakness nnd Drunkenness
W est hound
Aiiiime; Itoyalty.
M.i.
1
Expresa,
California
arrive
7:30'
BANK OF COMMERCE
Schwerln, Du hy or Mecklenburg-BchwariALBUQUERQUE, N, M.
p. m.. donarlo s:in p. m.
Mar. 1!0. A decree of tic
No,
3.,
Limited,
California
arrives
O rand Duke Frederick
frauds wa
11:10 n. m.. departs 11: 20.
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
gsaetted yesterday placing his uncle.
No. 7.. Mexico & California Express,
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
Inikc Paul Frederick and the hitter's
arrives 10:4! p. m., departs 11:59.
wire, ihe princess Marie of Windisch- arrives 11:35 p. m..
only B. F.
CAPITAL, $150,000.00.
S. No. 9.. Fast Mall,
Oraets. under guardianship.
Southbound
laws of the
i. ,rm i i i.h lúx iiT the
z:1
no.
sarprsaa,
9., Mexico
departs
l
N.
Rulldlns
12,
T.
Armllo
Room
ground
OS
the
mentioned
empln
p. m.
Officer and Directors:
Lo. al freight train, No. 99., southSOLOMON LUNA, President.
bound, departs at 6 a. m. and W. 8. STRlCKLER,
W. j. JOHNSON,
carries passengers.
and Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.
l'"rom
South
Arrives
The Vice
WILLIAM McINTOSII.
OEORGE ARNOT.
No. 10.. Mexico Express, arrives 6:60
J. O. BALDRIDGE.
A. M. BLACK WELL.
n. m.
O. E. CROMWELL.
No. 1. run direct to Ixi Angeles.
No. 7. runs direct to San Francisco.
r0. 3. runs direct to I.os Angeles and e
San Francisco.
No. 1C, makes all local stps east ot
Albunueroue.
i

li 11,

of Central

Mexico
2ti-2t-

I

Easter Gotvns

purdy. Agent

T. E.

Call on Madame Gross and settle the
problem. A fine line of flebv Samples
just from flebu yorK.

MADAME GROSS

h,

West Gold Avenue.

Ladies Tailoring

-

:

j

n.

J.

COPP, D.

1

Vice-Preside- nt

Eyeglass

All

Ihe eyeglass
wearers for its slay-o- n qualities.
We will lie glad to show yflu
the advantages oi this mounting

lias conquered

jw

"T'

t.

Southbound
No.

If you will Call on us.

IIS
c

GOLD AVENUE.

(iluM's Adjusted

Carry No Stock of Jewelry.

VOURE IN VOI

R

idGirr.

OWN

anything

g
than electric light for the Illuminayour office,
tion of your home"

Win n you uso

store,

your

your

Ii

ss

carriage,

your

Illumination,

AND
I

dut rial

DYNAMOS

cr

for

service.

Agent' Oencral Electric
Crocke'-Wheel-

Co..

and

Co.

&

Construction

1

STATIONS.

Capital

No.

t

t:00 pmlLv .Santa Fe Ar 4:80 pm
4:10 pm
Donaeiana .
1:20 pm
Vega Ulanca.
8:46 pm
1:45 pm
.Kennedy ..
8:10 pin
2:30 pm
...
. . Clark
1:45 pm
2:45 pm
.. Stanley .. .
1:56 pm
3:30 pm
1 :20 pm
. Morlarty . .
4:05 pm
. Mcintosh ..
12:45 pin
4:30 pm
. Estancia . .
12:20 pm
6:45 pm
. Wllllard
.. 11:15 am
6:20 pm
. Progresse ..
10:45 am
6:60 pm
.
10:15 arn
7:20 pin
.Blanca
Lv 9:40 am
8:10 pm Ar. Torrance
Read down

R

ad

ii n

Salt Meats

Co.

Accounts of Individuals, Finns. nil Corporations Solicited. .Interest
mil" n six .nonius Pepo, IN al Rute of
s r cent per annum.
Automatic Phone 522.

Colorado Phone

MURPHY

&

67

PATTERSON

Livery and Boarding Stables
31

211 West Cold Avenue, Albuquerque
(JAME IN SEASON.

1 --

ft lit

West Silver Avenue.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

&x W0 GRANDE LUMBER. COMPANY

WM. PHRR

SfAih and Doors

Contractors'

Fresh and Salt Meats
RAITHAGE A SPECIALTY
FOR CATTLE AND IHKJS BIC.GEST
MARKET PRICE PAID

is.ooo.oo

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Marion. President; Wm. Farr. Vive President: J. B. Herndon,
ashler, Roy McDonald, Assistant Cashier- I A
J A Weinman, E. A. Miera, F. II. Strong, Joy A. Hubbs, and Dye
D. H.'carns.

Andres Romero, Prop.

&

$100,000.00

O, N.

NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET

Fresh

. . .

Surplus and Undivided Profits

Northbouna

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

lA'l us eMlnintc m your requirements.

Southwestern Electric

of Albuquerque, New Mexico

1

like to tell you
signs. We would
why. to show you plans, estimates,
fixtures, and ull else for electric
MOTORS
,'er every

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

dally

train

SANTA FE CENTRAL RAILROAD
In Effect Doe. 36, 1904.

i

.

--

PRESCRIPTION

'lince Days in a snuvv Drift.
Bloomlngton, Ills.. Mar. 20. A Cincinnati, Hamilton A Dayton train with
four engines and fifteen passengers
has been stalled ill snow drifts six
miles easi of Decatur since Sunday
night The snowfall, which In the
uní days reached ii depth of thirty
Inches, has Ceased. The other steam
ami Intefurban roads are open.

Anglo-Saxon-

it

rs

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

B. RUPPE

i

BEBBER. OPTICAL CO.

t.

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

i

rastsnaration,
am'srlaan
ware ihe first to Impart a(rleultural
in.i. hlnei into thai country, Allien
in w m '.a
y.irlv Imports several ni
pounds
Persian wool, not to menlin.p of Ten Million Reported for tion theofnumerous
artl! lei or mlnoi
mrnl Vf'r.
importan) e.
lh
of
report
Tlie
Mur
maun.
:''i
tnd Bntland have pried
department uf trade and comoisrc 'openAmarles
the door or trtds upon the Pa
for the rima! year eteiing Jun 30 har .ii shores of
jut broti lasuc'l. Deputy Mlnlter Mill Insist justly--lh.- and thisthe eotmtrf
sun. Errs Tcsicii.
Parmple notes an apparent falling ufi principle he ae'lle. Id the lersla'i
In the aggregute f.nde of Canada ol Kiilf,
where li.ith Rngland and Amei-- i
two and a half million. The Imporii i. a hue
rights In
enjoyad vel.-00,
000"
for the period Increased I".
vht ti lm ranees each vear. He
trsde.
1
0,200.000
a
u
..f
decline
but there
I
of lillle
iuut add, Persia
from ause,
In the pxport. The Import
lo any couulry. hut
poiltloally
ilue.
stationabout
remslned
Britain
Great
ludi.'strtally and comntefl lay It might
ary, while there w.i n considerable ln-- t become a treasure."
resse In the Imports from France un.l
the United KlatcM.
Wants a (iiiardlan.
Canada's export to flreat llrltsln
Parts,
Mar. 20. Hem use she hi
fell off eonldersbly, and those to Of. been squandering her large fortune
while
moderately,
many and Holland
In extravagant way the Marquise it
there was an Increase of four million III Bocho rontenlUe' kinsfolk have
eapoVt
Htates.
United
to
the
In the
lie declared incompe-- .
a decline ef anked that she
Durinf the year Ihere wa exports.
tent.
100.000 In the grain
married, fourteen
When she wa
being wheat. Cheese fell off years
ago. her wealthy father settled
four millions, bacon one million, and upon her $r00.000, and from time to
applaa two millions. There was an time since then h'i given her largf
Increase In the export of butter of In sum,
nil nf which he bu wasted,
mutton and a quarter of a million
most extravngant fad was to
li.
csnned meats, of eight hundred thou? nave
nen aei ornien wnn orcmu.
ner
in
a
amount
like
and
In
animal
nd
e
win. h were changed three times
wool manufacture.
a
cost
of $f.000 a week.
at
The tout bounty paid for the year day.
While he was lavish In some direcThe
II.XIf.SBS. I n imuiiij on inm
however, it ws shown In court
and steel was $111.34!. and on petrol- - tions,she
$1,400.
her
coachman
owed
that
bum. $0,047.
it. DEtREAKE Mill
EXPORT Til mm

10.

-..

at'-.n- .u

l.ffecthc Work of the fit, I ools Hocir--t)
for the Prevention oí
Tuberculosis.
I, ill
The
8!. Louis. Mar. SO
society for the prevention ..: tubercii'
Is
beginning
losK or consumption.
campaign of gre.c activity. Tin- pre
I
publli cdu
line
In
.it
ent work
the
a
cation, for the great white plug
not be successfully combetted ivlthou
of Ihi publli
ihe eartiegt
Therefore the people mus; be infoin
si not only of the peril of contagion
but of the cause of contagion and ho
It may be prevented.
To tin- - ettd IhC
fl
society has Just
number u
circulars, one in regard to pltiii
which
the source of contagion, one
directed to Die s. pool rillldretl ..111 h
(ontainson elementary leaaon on col
sumption, und one fot genei ii clrcu
lation. which teiis what? consumption
and how to preven I It. what thing)
me laid fot w.ik lungs, whit tilings
are good for weak lungs ami .Hi
lion for the Special .are if lln honn
and the children In their relation II
the plague
Kighi thousand of each Ol thl
circulars are being sent to the school
child reo . ft, 000 to the poll... and at
ha
raiigements are being made
I n
them liuierted in tile pay envel
employe'
railroad, factory und aihet
card
Over half s million leaflet
el. .. bearing upon this Importan! so.
Jcii have been distributed during III"
The laboi unloi
last few mentha
are taking the m ittei up m hc mi
ing the Sitclf-lsubstantial aid
The society, of Wbicb Francis '!.
i
president, lit William I'm
Falon
ter. vl e preetdenl Jordan w. Um-bertreasurer, and O. It. Bllrkhahfl
secretary,
is working In connection
siih the Civic hmgue.
l

Wednesday, Mnreh 91,
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Duke Paul Frederick was born September 19th, 1852. and was married
OFF MEXICAN COAST M fy r.. 1881. to the Princesa Marie of
Windisch-GraetThey have three
ehildren, two sons and a daughter. In
18S4 the duke renounced all herediCity, Mar. 20. Nineteen tary rights to the grand duchy for
.Mexico
persons perished In a terrific norther himself and his descendants and
w hich swept the coast off Vera
Cruz came a Roman Catholic.
pleasure soaker from this city, 1$.
His sister Marie is the wife of the
pleasure seekrs from this city. II. Grand Duchess Vladimir of Russia,
Ktrlttmatter, nephew of J C. Stritl- and his youngest brother, Prince Hen-- ;
matter, president of the a marica it ry, married in 19ul queen WithdimlnO
club and Francisco Pena, a member of Holland.
of a prominent family here The oth- The Grand Duke of Mecklcnburg- r seventeen were lishermen.
Schwerln Is one of the wealthiest men
.1. C. Hush. I' ll
Hush and It. liark- - in Europe, and his mother, the grand
ley, who wart ill i boa! with Stilt - Duchess Anastasia. Is a duchess of
lo.iitei and rena, were rescueo, it isvt the Russian Imperial family. Her eld
believed that there has been further est daughter, Alexandrine, Is the wife
As yet no reports have of the Crown Prince Christian
loss of life.
of
been made of Vessels lost.
Denmark.
North Atlantic on Rain tut gc.
n.OOO SEALS IX A DAY.
Boston, Mar. 80.- - Last night's lili;;- zud raised havoc with the coaatwlsa HlK Catch at Magdalen Mande
No lives are lost so far oa
vessels.
Good Augur) for Season.
erS Were
kllOWn, t'Ut
three SCh
Htang
du ntord, Magdalena Islán
at
numerous
others
wrecked and
0.
.Mar.
Reports
received today
ashore in the gules.
various points Indicate that
Ufe savers who wetc up and down (front
ünO seals
were taken at different
Jt
the nasi report the storm the
points on the Magdalen Islands yes-- l
for wars.
terday. This la considered a most aus
picious opening of seal fishing, anil
if teen Men Dead in Simwalklos.
predict Ihu season Will show
Bllverton, Col., Mar. jh. Mammoth ahunters
great catch.
anowslldes are still running in the
mountains of this district today and
.laps Stone Street Cars.
meat alarm is fell for the safety of
Tokio, Mar. 20.--imputar demonmine and mill eniploys who have not
stration was made in Hibaya Park
ionic in. So far fifteen men in the
swept to this afternoon against an increase of
Ban Juan country h tve b
fares on the street railways of Tokio.
dentil by slides In the past sevetity-(WThe properly loss will The crowd which assembled develope l
hours.
riotous tendencies, and stoned the cars
ri ach half a million dollars.
and offices of the railway company. A
I
strong
Mow.
force of police and gendarmes
Cruslied llencntl) Snow
restored order.
0.
While op
Davtoii, i'.. Mn
atiun n snow plow on the Day!
Troy traction road, al Chamber burg
miles north of here today, W IlllatT
d Out
Hobv
Berl
Humphreys,
Tin
Kb ol were killeil in an ar
plow overturned and the men were
crushed underneath twelve tons of
ate), thai had been placed on the caTHE
to weight ii down.

Wi-e-

.

t

Rap-

der-than-

Weighting Down the Mails
Fort Worth, Texas, Mar, "
to the report of Superintendent (lainen of the eleventh division "
the railway postal service, which was
forwarded to Washington toda) In
ularllle have been discovered in lie
amount of mall carried during th
present weighing season III this
Contraband matter, it is alien.-- I. h
been located among the matter carried by the several railroads.
i:

the

ing Birthplace oi History,

to Free Mine Workers intl
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aae Will Go t Supreme Court.
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WORLD
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United States a Pioneer

"He will get the virus In fix years.'
interjected Mr. Lltlauer of New Vorlt.
Mr.
"The trouble Is." Concluded
Campbell, employes come here now
and spend t helt whole salary, knowing
that they have a life time Job with
the prospect of a civil pension."
1

M

last.

FIERCE STORM RAGES

Diplomat Talks of Future ol

living."
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HOLD CENTER
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Mental weakness,
for this action.
drunkenness and spendthrlftness aro
recited by the paragraph as suffl-clereasons for placing adults under
guardianship.
It la understood that extravagance
Is the cause In this case. Master of
the Horse von Stengiin has been appointed guardian
of the duke and
duchess.
Urand Duke Frederick Francis la
Ihe only brother of the Duchess Cecelia of Mecklenburg-Schwertn- ,
who
was married to the German crown
prince, Frederick William, June 6th
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commlttesd to the said probate
judge for further examination on Insanity.
WILL RECOVER
"I hereby certify that the above is a
full, true and corre t copy jf the
in
entered
said caust
Judgment
company call for the construction
Whereas, alagainst the defendani
of nearly l.OOo miles of road this
though the time wlililn which said
NVESTIGATIDN
of men and many
AFTER PLUNGE III yo:i-- Anof army
fine was ordered to be paid hath ex- money will be employed
millions
pired, and whereas although the do-- I
to carry out UUS great work during
toadant has been requested to pay
the year. The Canadian Pacific rails aid tine he hath not paid the same
way.' notwithstanding the fact that it
these are therefore to command you,
now tee over ltJMlO miles of road in
IN ORGANS
SANTAFETANKGAR operation,
including two subsidiary
the said sheriff, to take and receive
th Bald defendant Into 'our custody
lines, will lay 5(H) miles of new lines
and to Imorlaon hini in Ihe county
A leading offlcla!
during the year.
jail of said county unl:! the said Judg
of the company s tates that to carry
r 'ci above set
ment against him
out their plans for 1906 would result PEOPLE CURIOUS TO KNOW
forth be duly sátasfle as i.icin pre- of $25,000.000.
in the Pixpenditur"
scribed.
Remarkable Escape o( Lad Similar activity is also evident on the
Every detail of our Spring Stock is now complete and we arc in
(Signed.)
Canadian Northern system from ocean MISSI0N0FSIMPS0N0FNEWY0RK
"Justice of the Peace."
to ocean.
readiness
to serve our potions in the same satisfactory manner, that
Another Instance Was brought to
It is stated that A. F. Heinze, the
ili
(lags
dlHPhn-u:i
few
llirVit
hv
the
owner,
mine
has
millionaire
Montana
an..v "J
''
lias made this store so popular and built up for us such a large volume
"
acquired an enormous area of min- Correspondence Morning Journal.
since of a man who Just completed the
It is serving of a thlrty-d.i- y
sentence. He
Las Cruces, X. M., Mar.
eral lands in British Columbia, In the
of business.
Terkwa river district, where he will rumored here that C. D. Simpson, was brought before a lustlce of the
undertake extensive mining opera- lately president of the Xew Mexico 1 peace in the county an l enteren a
LAY FOR SEVERAL MINUTES
We've Clothes for Men. Hoys and Children, fresh from the hands
The authority for this state Railway and Coal company, which re plea of not guilty to a misdemeanor
tions
a jury trial.
V. O. Watson, who is assodemande
charge
and
is
ment
of
the
Country's most noted Makers.
BARREL
BIG
IN BOTTOM OF
ciated with electrical and mining un-- , cently sold its holdings to the Phelps- The jury after hearii g the testimony
dertakirigs on the Pacific coast. He Dodge company, has been quietly brought in a verdict .if not guilty, but
We've Hats made by Manufacturers with a reputation for makstates that while in .New ork he nan making a personal investigation of the requested that the man be ofheld for
matter
seven!
Hnrt-mathe
his
days
of
Montana
until
thirty
at
out
number
sold
llawcs and Dunlap.
ing the best Hats on the market
Kütehinson, Mar. 10. O rover
Organ mountain district out of this
boy who was properties and the capital which he town with what purpose is not know. suspicious checks that were found in
the
prol oiumDia
his possession could u investigated.
Dearly suffocated in a gasoline tank has put into the Hrnisn
We've the most choice Toggery the market affords.
ject at Kulkley Is almost $7,000.000. Mr. Simpson recently came to El Paso The Justice, in accord nice with the
car on the Santa Fe track Monday,
pacinc
Is jury's recommendation. Committed the
win
retraverse
party
with
men
Trunk
of
a
Xew
now
Grand
York
and
is
The
and
conscious
lias become
,
way from said to have been In the Organ dis- man for thirty da? after he ha,
We've many ideas not tú be found elsewhere.
garded as on the road to recovery. It the Hulkley valley on its coast.
The trict for several days. The purpose been found not gullt and befo, o the
whs a verv (lose call, but the young the Kockles to the Pacific
any
true merits of the case had been disman was within five minutes of death valley lies further north isthan
now Be- of the trip Is not known.
covered he had served out his time.
Columbia Held that
when discovered. Today he lies on a British
Real estate activity contiues in the There is hardly any doubt but that
l ed at his home, 328
East Second ing developed. It is extraordinarily
country south of Las Cruces and all the man was of the bad order variety,
street, weak from the struggle for life. rich in OOpper and the compound
mineral Is mostly that part of the valley which will be but was illegally committed
that
His left side is raw from the ear to with which
as well as rich In watered by the Engle irrigation proThese Incidents recall the oic
the knee, for the skin on that side was found associated, deposits
and is re- ject. If the present advance In prices which happened a few years since a'
and peeled gold and silver
saturated in gasoline
of
continues land in this section will have Cochise. At the tlnn .1 .1. Hath wu- His ported to contain enormous beds
from the surface of his body.
doubled In value before the year ends Justice of the peace ami
bbdy is bound In soft wraps, and kepi coal.
Chief Engineer Hull, of the recla- coroner he became Involved In a quar-rf- j
soothed by ointment. He complains
mation service, was here Sunday in
with a Mexican and in
TAKE IT o IX TIME.
Manhattan Shirts
of headache, but is recovering. With
Sfttfj-soamlie then sumconnection with the location of the killed the Mexican.
good care he will be able to leave the
En) IS- - Wilson
Shoes
Matexon
Jury
$4.00
sites
Leesburg
Three
diversion
dam.
and
a
U
coroner's
People
He
days.
oí
moned
Albuquerque
house in a week or ten
Just as Scored
Shirts
Hats
killing
And
DanL
whe'
now
for
are
consideration
the
under
of
the
he
himself
ed
tell
how
Have.
f Shoes
able to talk, but cannot
yager U mlerwear
against
bill
dam,
It
is
quarterly
considered
diversion
but
NettletotCs
fact,
sent
in
his
in
tank,
he
pay.
Waiting doesnt
came to be Inside of the
probable that the site Peñasco rocks the county Included an item for holddoes not remember that he was in 01
Fine Clothing & Furnishings, Albuquerque
If you neglect the aching back,
chosen,
ing the inquest on th Mexican to th
near the car, but asks what is the
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely will bepresent
the Santa Fe railroad extent of lio.
At
matter with him, that he is sick and follow.
for several miles
in bed.
Kidney Pills relieve back- runs down the riverrocks,
Doan's
but the new
Peñasco
from the
A small brother discovered young ache.
survey
taking It out Incontemplates
Hartman in the tank car.
every kidney ill.
Cure
the foothills, and the present right
He came back to his home calling
Atbuquerque citizens endorse them. to
of way, when abandoned, will affor
that Grover was in the tank and Mrs. M. J. Butler, residence 717 Bast an
excellent course for the ditch from
Vinol builds you up
would not answer him. The father street, says; "When I went to the
diversion dam. The ditch Will
ran to the car, calling for a rope. drug
Kidney the
Doan's
for
store
and keeps you up
only be built from the dam down t.
Hp climbed down into the tank and
T had an att;t.ck of backache.
It the head of the present has Cruces
was nearly overcome by the fumes of Pills
only one of many which had an- canal, which would be retained in UH
gasoline. He could not get the boy was
nie
two or three years. At until the main project is completed
lioardli.e Horses a Specialty.
nut. because the manhole into the noyedthey for
Saddle Horses.
were mild and I expected at Engle. when all the canals will be
tank was too small. The boy was first
V. Silver Avenue. Alliuaueraue.
114
leave Just as mysteriously rebuilt.
lying on the bottom of the tank, hav they would
but wiMi the passing of
There will possibly be three divering been overcome by tne gasoim.; as they came,
frequent sion dams below the Engle site when
1 u.
w V
V
fumes, and Was suffocating. He was time the attacks were more
W
I used three the main project Is finally completed
Chip.
unconsoious. The father got out of and of longer duration.
(Me
was
valley,
Kidney
and
Pills
for
the
Rincón
Doan's
the
first
of
boxes
boy
down
small
the
the tank and let
entire cessation of second one, the engineers are now
with a rope, to pass a loop over the rewarded WithDp Ml
to date, and it Is con- figuring on, and the third close to
This the aching.
unconscious boy's shoulders.
a.
a.
ivnd
was done and the small boy hoisted siderably over six months since I stop- Santo Tomas in the lower Mesilla
vT
out, and then with the rope Grover ped the treatment, there has not been valley, below Las Cruces
T
a .1
a?
brought
down
will
w
be
water
e.
any
lllfi-umThe
recurrence."
was drawn out in the open air. Dr. a sign of
river
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 from the main dam through the
Sclioor, who lives nearby, arrived just
.1
Foster-Milhurn
Buffalo,
diverted Into the ditches by thcs
Co..
and
ta.nk.
of
cents.
the
Everybody welcome to look through
as Grover was taken out
which
dams,
to
reach
land
diversion
agents
the
Linted
stopped.
for
Y.,
N.
sole
and found pulsation almost
if.
Our Repository.
Cannol be Irrigated from the main
The boy was taken to the house and States.
way
Is
to
all
be
built
the
that
ennal
and
Doan's
name
Hey
worked
the
burn
Remember
and
Schoor
Dra
from Engle and which will Irrigate
with him till evening. He gradually. take no other.
in all probability the El Paso valley
Improved, and at 3 o'clock this morning regained consciousness. It is a
Remember to call at the Woman's land.
Our delicious Cod Liver
mystery as to why he went into the Exchange building Thursday, Marcn
the old leaky roof. Get a
without oil.
tank. Karlier In the day several boys 22d, and have a dish of Ice cream and
preparation
new one that will endure
EXAMPLE
ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICI
INTERESTING
were looking down into the tank and cake, served by the ladles of the Pres- AN
Comer Flrsr Street and Copper Avenoe.
yrlllng, to hear the echo, and It is byterian church.
Better
than
wont
later
hack
supposed that Ui'o,vr
' i o Investigate
Pointer for Conductors.
something. There was
cod liver oil and emulsions
OF JUSTICE IN AN
a little gasoline in the bottom of the
Don't send in a worn out. dogeared,
to restore health for
train book; get a full leather cover
tank.
for your hook and when it is "turned
Old people, delicate children,
Dawson l ine Itrakcniaii Killed.
in" will have a neat appearance.
ARIZONA COURT
II. s. Llthgow .v ( o.
Albei t liutlcr. br.ikeinan on the Daw
persons,
weak run-dow- n
Journal lluildlng.
son line, was thrown from the pilot Bookbinders.
e
colds,
sickness,
nf iiis engine at Campania Tuesday
and
after
on your building and you will never
(Itlsbee
Review
Now is your chant e. ladles to buy
a
ami iust.intlv killed, says the Tucuml
rehot
or
how
tains
was
how
hard
following
it
Commitment
The
care
some nlt e gingham and calico kitchen
coughs, bronchitis and all
I
cafl News. Mis body was mangled
shines.
Jap-a-La- c
For sale at th cently received in the probate court
The re- aprons and kimonos. building
moal beyond recognition,
troubles.
lung
justice
of
and
the
well
a
Anyone can put It down.
known
from
throat
March
exchange
...SW.
Woman's
turned
brought
were
and
here
mains
peace of the county:
SpV t'rre Sample on riquct.
Kirst Class Work Guaranteed
over to Embalmer M. H. Koch, who 22d by the ladies of the Presbyteguarantee.
"To the probate Judge of said Coour
it
Try
on
Tor Sal by
prepared them for shipment home to rian church.
county- - -- Cree ting:
Priest Reasonable
chise
BORRADAIIiH & COMPANY
llda. Col.
"Whereas, Trinidad Henlta has on
If you need a carpenter, telephone
Gold
Avenue
Butler was a member of the H. P. Besselden.
117
Agents,
the 12th day of February. A. D., 1906.
Auto Phone 586.
lift NORTH SECOND STR.I ET
Albuquerque, N. M.
a
i. K. and of the Order of Railway
been examined before me,
Conductors, who with friends, had
you need a carpenter telephone jnslloo of the peace In and for said
If
charge of the remains and attended Besselden. Auto Phone BM.
DRUGGISTS.
county, on the charge of Insanity, he
to the shipment
home to Colorado.
tne
of
Rlrlce going into Ihe service
Southwestern, he had resided in thi'-- j
city, he and his wife living north of
the Hock Island depot.
llutler was a man of exempli,:,
reputation and wus highly esteemed
among railroad men and all others
who knew him. The people deeply
sympathise with Mrs. Huller in her
great bereavement.
Commences: Monday
WILL PREVAIL
Something Doing at Tucumcaii.
and Busiest Store
Albuquerque's
Morning at l:M o'dook
IV ALL DEPARTMENTS
Nothing startling has developed In
week,
this
railway
here
the
situation
THE DAXUGHT STORE
says the Tuctimcari
The
News.
Southwestern surveyors after locating
round house and shop site, and the
99
"Y" for the yards here, went out on
the line to Campana, where we are
informed the company contemplate!
in
making extensive improvements
11111I
tbe sweel strains of the music. Congratulations rere showered umhi as, mm we here tender our thank his
n..,i wv ,1,11,.
i,w sum
i.,.k MtMiHUti "Hi aniuii(, iímmmi
grade and track.
The construction
JlUHUlUn
ib)hh .tin. it.,' Htamllral -Mantesa in all Hie Denartments,
vol k ATTENTION TO
outfits are advertising for twenty
erjr. WE MOW DESIRE TO CALL
Use kind remarks passed about the store, Ihe goods, end especUllj the M
teams to put in service here and on the
Dawson and Rock Island. Trainloads
oí ballast are passing through to the
Rock Island every day and the work
east of Dalhnrt is progressing rapidly.
in lh' great proportion of the new
lines, and by the plans made by th
different railways It is evident that not
a single day will lie lost.
The plans of the Grand Trunk
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Brightest

Concensus of Opinion:

"T5he Best

Opening Ever Seen in Albuquerque
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OSTS MII'I.IONS T HI II I)
THROUGH ARIZONA CANYON
It Is reported that contracts will
soon be let for the road between San

(

Spring
Carlos and the Dripping
wash, a distance of some thirty miles.
This Is the heaviest work on the Arizona E&sterfli being through a precipitous canyon, and will cost millions
of dollars. The work already eom- i leted
between Wlnkleman and Dripping Spring! wash --about seven miles
has taken two years, though with a
small force of men and teams, and
the most djfflcut part of the canyon
has not yet been reached. A maximum grade of one-haof one per
cent will ho maintained over the en- tire line, except on the branch between San Carlos and Globe.
This
low grade cannot be approached by
any other transcontinental railroad.
ra ham Guardian,

Our Greed Annual White Underwear Sale
each line ami stitch can bear tl
.,... r.,11. the
net

s.s

.

CANADA LEADS WORM
IN RAILWAY
BUILDING
OtUtws, Out., Mar. 20. Reckoning
per capita of the population, Canada
leads the world in mileage of steam

railways. The indications are that
at the present and projected rate of
construction In this country for years
tn come, the Dominion will continue
to hold that position.
Within thrtPe or Ave years 7,5on
miles of new railway will be added to
the mileage of Canadian railways at
an estimated, cost of $182.000.000. Ac
cording to the report of the department of railways Just Issued, the number of miles of completed railway In
Canada last year was 20,601, an Increase during the year of 900 miles
of main lino, besides 3,682 miles p of
sidings. During the year the paid-ucapital of Canadian railways Increased
hy $62,119,496. bringing It up to the.
big sum of II, 248, 666.414.
At least 2,000 miles of railway will
be tracked or graded In Canada dur- ing the year 1906. This will be almost double the amount that has been
a laid In ahV previous year, and means
all the big railway companies
Pnrtftc. the Orand
Canadian NoTrunk Pacific and the
plans.
Important
rthernhave most
Almostallthe largest railway construc
tion comnanles In the United Mates
those mat nave
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La Grecque Combination Vnderwetvr
Corset cover and drawers combinaiton and corset
cover and skirt combination, also separate garments,
such as drawers, skirts and Gowns, and their new
bust supporter corset cover, a new line.
Priced from $1.65 per garment and up.

50

ort

Drawers
lllus-trate-

d

articles of
t'nilerwear can bo
hail in our II. SB line

We carry a full line, made of cambric, nainsook
and long cloth, both Open and closed styles, from the
plain hemstitched ruflled liottom to the elaborately
trimmed . stvles; prices range from 19c for the plain
1.
.!
hemstitched styles to $3.50 caen ior mc nncr gouus,
.

...

If

Children's and Infants Underwear
Divided into four lots drawers, skirts, waists and
skirts on waists, at 10c each; ami better qualities
with more trimmings on them at 19c, 25c, 29c, 35c
and 50c per garment.
These arc exceptional values and not the usual
kinds thrown on the market at these prices.

For the Stout Women
We carry a full line of Muslin and Knit Underwear: Gowns from $1.00 each and up; Drawers
from 75c each aad up; Knit Vests from 15c each
and up; Knit Drawers from 40c each and up.

Children's Muslin t'nilerwear
divided Into Lots at lite lo ftOc
full line of OutHlies for I .arar
Women In MuhIIii I'nderwrear
A

l

, II

.

rljiht. lo get

large variety of the new styles in
in the plain untrimmed kind to the most elaborately
trimmed kinds in nainsook, long cloth, cambric and
each.
mulls; priced 25c up to
blacks and white,
blues,
silk,
pinks,
covers in
sleeveless.
and
sleeves
in long sleeves, short

Any or these

Plain bottom Chemises, trimmed with lace or
at 25c, 50c 75c, $1.00 and $1.50.
Marguerites made of long cloth, nainsook and
lawns, trimmed with lace or embroidery, both at the
neck and bottom of garment, up from $1.00 each.

and nainsooks

ll'l

Corset Coverscorset covers

A

Sliorl Skirts, made of cambric and nainsook, lace
and cmliroidery trimmed, extra ruffle at bottom;
priced at 2$4, 50c 75c, 90c. $1.25 and $1.50.
Long Skirts of fine nainsook, cambric and long
doth) cut in the new style, elalxirately trimmed with
laces and embroidery, also plain hemstitched antl
tucked styles, at 50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, íjíj.oo,
$2.50 and up to the fine hand made goods.

Chimeses H Marguerites

.,

that have hail to meet the prices nf
....
.
I
1IM
III. I III' WílllH'll Oí
Ol

II

I

Skirts! Skirts!

lf

.

Double Saving

This Sale of White Shows

the economies that we

:

Wall Taper ana

lb-s- un

THE ECONOMIST
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BELIEVES CENSUS

WILL ASK

MISSED THQUSKflD
OF

DAYLIGHT

TRAIN SOUTH OF

IDE PEOPLE

THIS CITY
TOWNS WILL

VALLEY

Ward Canvassers Find Many

URGE

SANTA FE TO DO SOMETHING

Were Overlooked.
movement has been begun in AEl Paso, Las t;ruces and
otlor towns along the Hlo Grande
division of the Santa Fe which ha:'
for its object the urging upon the
railroad company of the need for
some kind of daylight passenger service between this city and EI Puso.
Thi Commercial dub of Albuquerque will be ankou to take the matter
up with the railroad company, as well
as th! board of trade of Las Cruce
and commercial bodies In El Paso. It
is hoped by this concerted action thu
company can be
Ihe railroad
of the pressing need for such
a service.
As It stands at present and as it has
stood for years past, the trip from
Albuquerque to El Paso and intermediate points Is made at night and IP
the Witching hours of the night when
hotels are closed and (ires are out.
Likewise the trip from El Paso to Albuquerque has to be made at night
and the hours arc equally witching.
It is almost as uncomfortable a runway trip from Albuquerque or from
to Socorro or San Marcial a
Kl I'a-'an be found in the United State.".
The fault is not of the railroad commust
pany, for Its passenger train
run to make connection both in Albuadvoquerque and El Paso, but the
and
cates of the daylight service,
they include every man who eve-roover the Hue as a passenger,
Cl tun
that then would be sufllcleni
Increase in trafile to Justify if not a
straight passenger train service in thi
day time, at least a mixed train.
Ttie Santa Fe at present la running a freight train each way daily.
It Is the
Which makes good time.
hope Of the friends of the daylight
service that the railroad can be induced to put on one or two paeaen
ger
oaches on this train w hich is
scheduled toMeave Albuquerque early
In tha morning and reach El i'aso in
the late evening, tha return trip being
on about the same schedule.
T ii re are a good many bundl e s
of i copie In southern New Mexico and
Kl Paso, and in fact, in all parts of
the territory who would welcome such
la service with rejoicing,
A

lbuquerque,

FROM

TWO HUNDRED SHOWN
THE

WARD

FOURTH

recent
That the
'

ALONE

eiisus of
then by order of the city
e
to
determine if
order
council
had 10.000 populutlon, did
not get the full population of tin- - city
within the corporate limits, is being
clearly demonstrated by the report
of the ward canvasser named by the
demo, i .tic and republican committees to see that all voters are registered In order to vote at the It election.
In every ward where the canvasser:
Have been ,it work numerous names
are reported which were not taken by
the ' ensus enumerator and the registration books as they stand though
far from complete show many more
names which did not get into the
census.
Por the guidance of the several registration board! full copla Of the census were furnished to each board.
These copies have In some cases several pages of additional names of voters alone who did not get Into the
census.
Incomplete as It seems to have been
the census showed a total of 11.000
people in ihe city limits.
"It is my opinion." said the republican canvasser for the Fourth ward
last night, that mon than one thousand names were missed by the cenffltt
It Is difficult business
enumerators.
a registration list of the kind
I have been making, and a census is
of course more difficult. In the
Foruth ward alone I have found a total of L'OO names that didn't appear
Many of these are
In
the census.
those of prominent Albuquerque mi'i
who In tome manner escaped
the
I
a
am certain that
enumerators
careful and systematic census of Albuquerque would .'how a popul itlon
In the city limits of over in oon."
e,

i

In

.lbu-queiqu-

con-vlm-

(

il

WILL
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GIVE lío- -

I

I

I, WOMAN

Hsn si

it

CATTLEMEN

The Store

Mrrh

31.

'

oj Quality- -

TWENTY
PER.
CENT

'Railroad A.t)e. 3L Third
THE

We msh to make room for two cars of
new style Furniture, and, for the next
week, we will make special inducements
of

TWENTY

per cent discount for cash.

APRIL DELINEATOR

IS IN

AND

f

t- -

ON SALE.

The New 1906 Silks
Showing of the New Effects for
the Spring and Summer Season
It would be Impossible to adequately describe all of the new
Styles in silks, but most of the newest silks have woven floral and
the
other designs on a background of hairline stripes and checks of
same color, and the result is very novel and effective, or again,

0.

d

W.

STRONG'S SONS

FURNITURE
Crockery, Rugs, Etc.

Corner Second Street

(BL

Copper Avenue

lllMllWI,W,

Spring Showing in New
Styles ii Men's Suits

'

AKI.s GOOD
pom Divoitct:

M

Disgrace More
Declares Hnsband'a
Than six- - Could Hear.
Alleging In her petition that her
nd had confessed to poisoning
ho
GOOD TIME
two men, bad brought disgrace and
odium on her name, and that she
cuuld no longer bear the relation of
wlfi
to n confessed murderer, Mrs.
Correspondence Morning Journal.
or; W. Ilaile was granted a divorce
San Man lal. X. M Mar. 1 Tío
from her husbaiu'.
people of s.an Marcial arc preparing Saturday afternoon
Dr Charles 8. Hacia, who. with C. F.
to give thi memberi of the rattle an
and William Mason, the
Protective association of Cen- Tllchardaon swindlers,
Hro
is now under senanee
tal N- W Mexico a food time on the linau
Chihuahua, says
tence,
In
to
be
shot
f
of
occasion
the annual convention
Herald.
the association, which Reata here to- the El PaSO was
not contested. Mrs
Tire suit
morrow, Friday and Saturday.
It Id
originally brought suit in this
expected that the attendance will be Bat
quite large and considerable Interest elty bul after changing hersuitresidence
in Hi.
In the meeting is being shown not to P.i iwcll withdrew the
court here and brought a in
only hete but all over central New ill tot
Liter she decided to
Mexico
The p rote Uva
association Ull !i Roawell.
case to trial b1 re and Instl
has done much for tio advancement bring the
case wa
of the cattle industry In this sectlo;i luted new proceedings. The
by .lodge Harper In his office
has
of the territory.
Satvrday afternoon.
Mr! liarle set out In her complaint
was married to Charles 3,
that
IHE OCCIDENT FOR MARCH Harte sheIn El I'aso
on August 3. 119,
and ibat they lived together as hastian tnd
lie until December :i. lflO'.'.
At ibis time, she avers, the defendant
IG A VERY CLEVER
.i It t 'I as a fugltlv" from .iustie
In Mexico, and was charged jointly
with C, r Rlchardaati and William
M
n with the murder of Harry M
Mitchell vand .lames DeVST!.
Harte then sets forth In her
The March number of lh( Occident! petition that she was loathe to bea
of such
the High School'g month)) magaxlne, 'h i" her husband guilty
prime and that she rendered him nil
lias just come from the press of the ihe
leíame that she could UP "
ooms
Morning .lour t ai Job
The
that he confessed to com-pmagazine this month II one of the III!Id tMine
y In th" murder by administering
most attractive In form and most
pota o t" Mitchell and DeVTS with PiIn contents yet Issued by th
purine." of I'etting the Insurance on
enterprising young i pic
Uvea,
their
Among Other things th Occident
confession, the petition alThis
contains a thoughtfully written cli- lelic brought odium and shame on
the
of
establishment
toris! advocating
r and rendered her station as art's
some sort of i' lire drill for 'he el'y in
renntmant. She also alleged that the
School!, which v. ill terra to keep or- woi-ovi r the shame and diagraoe
der in ase a lire should occur In
"ilouslv Imparled her health.
any one of Ihe buildings. The Idea
the court for an absolute
She
a good one and It seem! likely that it dlvr ask'd
and th" restoratloi of her
'it
will be acted on.
ma 'en nam". Nora Wlgwine,
The maga7liie contains some clev
I' on hefiilni; formal pro..' of the
verse and Ihe Otaal run of High illei itioiis. judge Harper entered up
I
of
puns.
Tin ed ton
School Joke- and
ft
of divorce and an order rethe O'eldcii' are making a decided lit am, igirehqr maiden name
the-yew
venture
of
Ihe
entry succi
i
(,i is NTEnFMH
(
GREAT AMIOniCAM DKKEIU
Sentenced.
Lieutenant Xmlcr-o- n
Washington. Mar. L'o. First
C
J
Mr
Manchará Dé tafites How n
tonant Naja D Anderaon, itth infantry
M.in B Made Habitable
was recently tried by court martini at
V
Illusion. Mar. 20. ('. J. Blanch-irr- i
Malabang. Mindanao, on charges In
of ihe United States geological
laxVolvlng dlsolc
in of orders and
ir, v, delivered a stcreoptlcon lectThere were three ure nt
ity In disciplina
the Metropolitan Bapttal
charges and (en specifications He TM chu ch On "Making Habitable th"
prejudice
to
of
the
conduct
convicted
in ! American i loeari "
of good order and military discipline.
"RxclUllV! of Alaska and our island
artiand of violating the thirty-thir- d
cle of war. and sentenced to be reprimanded by the reviewing authority
and to forfeit jr." per month of his
pay for two "l.nths.
Major General Wood, commanding
Ihe Philippine division, approved th"
sent nee (leapt as to the forfeiture of
In his repripay, which he remitted
mand General Wood said that the officer had neglected to observe the
of military disrequirement
cipline as exemplified In prompt and
unquestioning obedience to a lawful
exercise of authority on the part of his
auperlor. "A proper appreciation."
said General Wood, "of the Interest of
Ihe service and his duties as an officer
would have
In connection therewith
prevented Lieutenant Anderson from
Indulging In technical and overdrawn
distinctions a! to his obligations for
ordinary duty."
THE

possessions." said Mr. Hlanchard. "I'n-cl- e
Sam owns approximately 500.000
000 acres In the arid regions, open t
settlement under the various land
laws.
In extent this area equals the
combined territory of England, Scotland. Wales, Germany. France, Italy.
European Turkey. Denmark and the
Netherlands. For many years the supervision of this great estate has presented one of the most vexing
al problems, to the proper solution Of
which congress has never given the
consideration it deserves. It has given from time to time, In blocks larger
than states, without regard to its value or Its economic Importance to future generations of our cltllens. Too
late has come a realization that the
public domain, the splendid heritage
of the American people, Is a high and
sacred national trust, which has been
indifferently safelong neglected,
guarded, and often shamefully admln-latereFrom the days of Webster to
the present It has been the fashion to
decry and sneer at our arid territory
('.rent statesmen have denounced as
chimerical every attempt to make its
development a national movement and
It was not until three years ago last
.lune that congress awakened to the
fact that some action must be taken
or the rapacity of the landgrabbcr
would result In separating the government from what little remained of it
public land
"In many parts of our vast Inferior
basin, stretching from the 100th meridian westward almost to the Pacific
coast, nature has placed in Juxtaposition all the natural elements, except
rainfall, required for a fruitful and
nroaperous country.
Is
Its climate
healthful and salubrious. Its valleys
and plains possess a soli of Inexhaustible fertility and from the forest-clamountains, with summits in regions of
snow,
countless streams
perpetual
rush downward to both oceans or flow
Into desert sinks and evaporate? How
to overcome the absence of moisture
from the clouds and thus hrincr the
region to Its proper state of development is today a question of paramount
Importance. Its successful solution
will provide a safety valve against the
Impendió- - dangers of centralization In
Ihe east."

V.eAntMay.

II

black changeable or black and gray with tinted flowers and leaves,
Interwoven with cross bars and checks, form a chic ensemble.
Jacquard Taffetas, 21 inches wide, beautifully woven designe on
small even checks. In red and wjitte, blue and white and green and
white. Very exclusive, per yard, $1,25.
silk Is represented In a small checked Taf-- .
A beautiful soft-colgraduated
bars which form a plaid effect, In the best
with
sutin
feta
colors, per yard. $.123.
A new hairline stripe Taffeta on a white ground. 20 inches wide,
Very pretty, per
has light colored embroidered dots at intervals.
yard, $i.oo.
Black and White Olace Taffeta, barred with stripes of white! .and
black, and beautiful warp printed designs interwoven is one of the
newest and most approved silks. The effect is one light In steel
grey, per yard. $1.2.".
Swiss Taffeta in glace effects with new hairline stripes, Is shown
In all the newest shades, Including the new rose, Alice blue, reaedq
and "yucca's Oray." This is a soft, beautiful texture and very refined in appearance, per yard, $1.00 and $1.25.
Fine French Faconne Rayes, In the newest shades. Two colors,
combined, such as browh and tail, through Which is woven a spray
of flowers. A charming shirt.vaisf suit silk, 21 Inches wide, at $l.ill
and $1.23 a yard.
Chiffon Taffetas, 21 Inches wide, In all colors, either plain op
changeable, one of the best wearing taffetas made, per yard, $1.00.

Exhibit of Spring Hats
of spring. Each,, ,,day we
Our display of Millinery is reminiscent
í
.o
D,u,
wi int-uiii,',
ami w amint,
lulu form many in w nmumu i..
onct
nnd our showing of Dress and Even verv evlensive. Daintv
Ifnti
shades of old rose and forget-me-nblue are among the pretiest colors
shown.
The sailor shapes are still prominent,
trimmed in a variety of styles, and
Hats find ready favor
chic turnod-u- p
in medium nnd (lark rich shades.
For immediate wear nothing Is prettier than these later, among which
the Turban is often seen. Others of
Leghorn, iseapolltan nnd fancy straw
braids, have quills, ribbon knots and
flowers to lend the note of individuality always found in. our millinery.

Prices $2 to $9
and upwards

i

-

White Waists for......$L4S
is just wh t you can find in our Waist Department
This
every day. This special we mention ehere is one of extraordinary
merit simply because the waists arc excellent values and very uncommon for the price asked. They're nicely made of fine India
iy trimmed with Swiss embroidery.
Lawn and hands.

'

I

1096 M
the new Ideas in women's skirls
the March sale a success hard to
put this is certainly a good
ence,
model! now shown will not in all

B

most pronounced are the drafted
circular effects undt h( extra wide
Parisian plaits.
Catchy New Serge Skirts at
excellent
$8.50 Skills made of
quality serge, in extremely full
model; cluster
gored circular
plaited front; two rows of wide
tallor-atltchfolds; panel box
plait front and back. Price, $K.50.
Handsome (few Mixture Skirts
at $0.50 Women's skirts made of
the new llugby mixtures; in grace
fully hanging, flare effect; hand
somely
double inverted plait back; a splendid garment for street wear, and an
good bargain at the spec-

PrtiVjí

1

s To Your Advantage to Buy Early Our Clothes Will Stve Dollars

i

i

-

i

-

an advantage in early selection of patterns and fabrics which is appreciated by men who
pay some attention to the proprieties of dress. We
have received most of the New Spring Styles. They
comprise the season's latest novelties. We invite
inspection of these by Interested customers.
We want you to know our clothes. When you
have become acquainted with them, there will be no
other Just as good, no others that any merchant can
substitute for them. It is a line wlil'-- we ran freely
and consclenlously guarantee, for It stands on its
merits, clothing that will win your lasting

Tb'te

is

--

,

Douglaa Spring
Style Shoee

$3.50

Fatlroad

sins:

Axftnue Clothier

ed

be

J, B. Stetson Nobby
New Stiff Hats

$.00

i

A Canal In Iowa.
Washington, Mar. It. OH. Garrett
L Lydecker, corps of engineer. Lieutenant Colonel 8. E Blunt, ordnance
Colonel
and Lieutenant
dnartment. Hlxby.
corps of engineer
William H
have baen appointed a board to meet
at Rock Island. Ill for the purpose
of conalderlhr ami reporting upon tn
Plans of the Davenport Water Power
Company for the aonstruetlon of a casal along the north bank of the Mi
slmlppl river between Leclalr and Da
Tenport, in Hcott county, Iowa.

--

$10.00 tl IM.M.

SIMON STER.N
The

of Spring Clothes, r

the great consideration. Price should be secondary. It Is the combination of known quality and fair price that makes
the value.
Our constant effort is directed toward securing
ihe last quality of clothing, which creates the best
values. In
lTll CLiOTHBfl w o believe we offer you
Ihe best made clothing possible to buy, at fair and
moderate prices. In this way we can assure you of
exceptional values, and an actual saving of clothes- moaey,

ileum:

1,1-- u-

!" tinns
.diking ).!:
ttteátbot1
that quality should
IP

and the special offerings make
say which lias the greater influlime to pitrchas as many of the
probability be duplicated. Of th"
features of the new models IIW

tailor-stitche-

ial sale priOS Of $0.50.
New English Panama Skins
at $11.50- - Skirts n the Parisian

model, made (f
plaited circular
English Panama; very gracefully
HandHofncly
tall
hanging effect.
folds: panel box plait front
óle, and trimmed with
bargain
price
$11.50.
of
and back; an excellent value, at the special
tailor-stitche-

d

SEE OUR NEW LACE JACKETS

"BAifeUCSLCo

Winds will whistle fur weeks yet
Have you a fresh overcoat for tricky Spring?
Ours

(Slcin-lilocli-

Overcoats

)

fit with striking style.

$12.50, $15.00, $18.00 and $20.00.

New Shoes for Spring

fofdl
Both

Nobby styles in new

ox-

$3 50, $4.(X) and $5.00

tan and patents.

.

Mrs. Rochrlg. the well known drees-a- -

maker who formerly conducted an tnhllshmcnt in thta city, haa returned
V
to Albuquerque and announces that
dressmaking parlor
!he will
re-op-

Over ni

t '

119

West Gold Ave.

122 So.

Second St.
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You May Buy or You May WolU
But Things MUST Come Our Way! V You Will Have To, Also!
YOU May Think We Are SPECULATING-W- E

Know We Heve

"GOOD THING"

can aord to waitbut you cannot; in growing cities, the best residences are seldom built on the lowlands.
RcmCmbcn 1 Thatat we are
the sole owners of the only Heights overlooking the center of the city and which, covering over fifty
WC

J

square blocks, are but eight blocks distant from the heart of the business district. J That, having held this tract intact for years,
we are now offering it for residence purposes only, and that our deeds will exclude, for all time, all Factories, Stores, Saloons,
Boarding Houses, etc. 1 That we are expending in improvements over $50,000 and two year's work, and,
at our own expense, are grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees. J That we own our
own water plant and will furnish you, from deep wells, an ample supply of soft water at a price lower than the
present rates. I That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to every residence the Best of Drainage, Broad, Low Terraces, anda Magnificent View of the Mountains, Mesa, City and Valley. CJ That here you are
above the dust and the dirt or mud, the smoke and the noise of less favored localities. I Remember, that the

Natural Advantages We Had We Made the Artificial
That Silver Avenue, and its adjacent blocks, the only street now ready, the Cream of the Entire Addition, will be the Finest in AH New Mexico or Arizona
That beginning at one park and ending at another and also parked on both sides throughout its entire length, it is a boulevard eighty feet broad, lying on the crest of the
building line is imposed; that the lots are only sold in sites of J 00x132 feet; that no dwellings may cost
highest ground in the tract. That on this avenue a thirty-foo- t
less than $4000, and that the purchaser insures to himself and his heirs his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings. That the
sixty sites on this avenue are so advantageously situated that nothing similar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque.

Also, Remember That the Majority of the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here a.nd Expect to Build

GO UP AND SEE!

h

h

at

k

t

h

Once.

THEN SIT DOWN AND REASON!

The Terrace Addition Improvement Co
M. P.

Southwest
Snap Shots
Much

Loco Weed.

ti'

resolved by the mayor and
Uncll of the city of Tucson
'that II Is Hie sense of this council that
every portion of the city shall lie
equally served with water, that no dh-- I
tlnotldn shall be made between the
north, south, east or west portions of
the cltV, but that a ins:, fair and equiof water to the Inhabitable
tants of every purl of the clly shall
lie accorded, without favor to those
in any qui i ter.
fore, be
Common

it

c

loco tvee
stockmen report thai
IHg Arizona IMnch Deal.
is coming up thick 00 the rango this
Announcement of a big ranch nnJ
season anil cattle as well as hirs
re raftering from the effects of the cattle deal involving approximately
1100,000
was made today, says trie
weed, Holurook Argus.
Tucson Citizen. The purchaser Is the
.
Mammoth Land and Cattle company
Picking
The
land
the seller is John Frown
busy
getting
are
Kneak
thieves
is the Brown ranch located
those days. One man lost $v, Id property
of
Is
one
at
ranch
Mammoth.
cash, another man lost u pair Jit new the largest and This
lu st in Plnnl county
pants, another a sack of Hour and
It comprises '.'.400 acres and extends
in cash.
Town's for
lost $'.
nearly seven miles along the San
picking up! Ilillshorn A d v oca t o.
Pedro river valley. An additional IM
acres was purchased from Pinal,
There Are Other.
people,
How to organize a baseball team
thai will play good hall ami stand ai
Supposed Quinine Kills.
of
teams
the head of the hall
Httwln Sunderland, tor years a eon
Is a roblem that has hero
traidor and carpenter In Phoenix.
worrying and continues to worry th" died
at his home In that city of con
Rl Faso Times.
Tans of the city
was not.
Mr Sunderland
vulslons
feeling In the best of health the nlgii'
To Protect the Forests.
quinina
before anil purchased
The forest rangers who have charge capsules at the Hives pharmacy. He
In Ikicuninn took one at night aad two In
of the forest reserves
the
county. Arizona, has been inntructed morning after breakfast.
After takto burn all the loose brush to prevent ing the quinine Mr. Sunderland laid
forest fires. It Is hoped that this will down on a couch and after resting for
lessen the amount of damage done at. about nn hour started to get up. Hi
nnally by forest (Ires.
difficulty, how
seemed to have
lever. In arising, and after several cf- I ,ois of tagr.r
Heels.
forts, fell over dead.
It Is said a Don t 45.(11)0 tons of sugar beets will he raised In the Salt
Lost the Whole Dam.
river valley this season. The mana
came in from his camp
Wood
Herb
,
ger of the sugar beet factory at (lien-dale- Thursday and report that the dam
Maricopa county, says this Just completed by Mr. C F. BoycS in
amount would make from seven ' I!ed Lake wash, at Its Junction with
nine million pounds of sugar.
Cataract creek, had gone out He say
that till' water cut a channel through
Deals.
Some
the dam about thirty feel in wldtn
on
shipped
Prnadus and Newman
and that the How never hast an Op"
cars of Tex- portunity to run over the waste way
the lath Inst twenty-tw- o
as cattle from Hueco, N. M.. to Santa He attributes the damage to frozen
Hosa. N. M., and iric the same dat- dlrl which was plgced In the dam. alI. K. Lumbley, of this place, shipped lowing the waters to undermine same.
from Alamogordo one car of horses to This means ouile a loss, ns the dam
llotton, Miss. Alamogordo New.
has cost In the neighborhood of n
-thousand dollurs. Williams News.
Weds In Ftieblo.
of Sue-da- y
The Pueblo
Morc Troubles at (iranllo .up.
has the following: Samuel Wood,
There were more troubles out at
a business man of Sliver City. N. M
Qap this week. Superintend
and Miss Winifred K. Patterson, Lin- Cranlte
ent Whlteman discharged a number
coln. Neb., were last evening at R:Sa of Mexican miners and as there Was
o'eloek united In marriage, justice I no other work for them to do at the
P McKalllp officiating. Mr. and Mrs. place Intimated they had better leave
Wood will make their future home at camp.
Half a dozen of them InterSilver City.
viewed the superintendent, and advised him to leave camp, emphasizing
Better Late Than Never.
Mr.
a big
Encarnación Homero, who was In- the advice with
Whlteman went to Steins ami teledicted by the Lincoln county grand graphed
to Deputy Sheriff McOrath.
Jury In 1898, and who has since boon Mr.
McUrnlh went up to Investigate,
on the dodge, was arrested Wednesarrested six of the men. They
day below Lincoln, by Sheriff Owen. and
were
taken to Steins and tried. Fl
for
four
Indictments
has
Homero
were fined $f. and costs, and
which he must answer, and w hile they of them
was
man with the
nre somewhnt ancient he will llkel the
All
tines and
he cnught on some of them. Capitán fined jr.fl and costs.Lordshurg
Liberal.
costs were paid
News.
--

i
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--

--

--

--
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Star-Journ-

,
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Tucson lo I ii inI Water Mailt.
The council by resolution placed
on record on the water proposition. The resolution passed states that
the water mains which will be laid
provided the bond Issue carries shall
be distributed equally over all portions of the eMy. says the Tucson
The resolution follows: Whereas, many questions have been aake-- l
and Inquiries have been made by In- terested parties aa to what parts of
the clly It is proposed to distribute
water In case bonds are Issued to Improve and oxtend the water
the city of Tucson, as proposed. There
Its-se- lf

Clt-Ixe- n.

'

I

..

Dig Private Irrigation Pitch.
ft, H. lingers
and J. H. Powers,
whose farms lie east of Maxwell Clly
and east of Hed river, have almost

e
private Irrigacompleted a
tion ditch. The water Is taken from
mile
above their
Ked river over a
places. This week Ihev have been
building a large flume over the Tlnlja
which requires 4.000 feet of lumber.
In speaking of this privatq enterprise
Mr lingers. said It would supply more
water than they could use and thai
they could always feel Independent;
that company ditches were difficult to
keep up art account of inability to
two-mil-

Stamm, Secretary and Selling Agent

have the shareholders do work on
He feels
them at the proper time.
very much elated over his new project. In his section last season the
fanners raised Splendid crops without
irrigation, but it was an exceptional
year for rains. --Springer Stockman.

Mr. Charles B. Hflnford the Distinguished

Siakesperean Actor.

Arrested for Itngus ClWClUh
Douglas, Ariz. .Mar. It. Deputy
Sheriff Hayhurst this morning arrcsl-eW. A smith on I warrant sworn
out by Mrs. i) w. Bdmlasen, of th
Douglas rooming house, charging him
with having passed a bogus check on
her.
About two weeks ago. says
Smith gave her a heck for
$2a, with the name of his mother, Ol
Cansas city, signed t o It The check
was drawn on Hie "Denver
Trust
company," and he i laid iiis mother
was then in Denver, having gone tO
that City nn ((count of the funeral
of his sister, who had Just died In
Smith got $21 in clump,
Denver.
the balance being for his room rent
Liter the lady grew suspicious ni
the check, wired to Denver and there
learned that her suspicions were well
founded. Kven then she gave Smith
n chance to redeem the check and
himself, but yesterday grew tired n
ana unperformed
his procrastination
promises, and the arrest followed

d

MORE
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liquor dealers prohibiting them front
selling any more goods until the litigation is Nettled. Says the Tucumcarl
News. The license under which they
Mere operating was granted under the
l:.w without i onslderatlon of the statute prohibiting the sate of intoxicating liquors in towns of Jess than 100
There
Inhabitants In the territory.
Irs nine or more saloons In Sunny-sid- e
that have been selling liquors in
Violation of tills law which will now HANFORD
AN
EXAMPLE
be closed until this matter has been
clly
settled. C. C. Davidson of this
is representing the territory.
SURVIVAL
THE
OF
Despotism In Hungary.
Budapest, Mar. 20. The despotic
t.
regime In Hungary hus begun in
THE FITTEST
Ten royal commissioners have been
dispatched Into the provinces with
power to usurp the functions of municipal government In most of the unruly countries and to suspend municipal liberties.
While disorders may break out at
any moment the people now realize
that the government Is in earnest and
that the troops will not hesitate to Are
on the least provocation.
The feeling throughout the country
Is one of deep depression that the military has proved stronger than the
constitutional power. It Is recognized
that it was the Honveds, or national
militia, who take the oath to the
Hungarian constitution as well as to
the crown, who cleared the parliament building.
As the Honveds would have to form
the nucleus of a Hungarian nutional
force, an armed rising, therefore,
seems Improbable.

tone-colo-

,!,.

Sun-liysld- e,

ear-nea-

111

i

ON THE

In case of the territory of New
Mexico vs. the liquor dealers at
heard before Judge Mann at
Alamogordo last week, a temporary
said
Injunction was issued against

to get B large
before they were appro-ti- n
hended.
Sime the apprehension
of the
.thieves an air of mystery has always
hovered about the cave, which was
appropriately
named Robbers' . ..v. hv
.
the res dents of the conlrv
Tim
great cavern has been the Mecca of
many hundreds of people, all of them
III O
intent on discovering the hlill
of the robbers' loo;.
None of them
has been successful,
however, and
Anally the March was given up.
The cave itself hears well the air
of mysticism which surrounds It. It
opens from one of the bluffs overlooking Thousand Island and is u plcturen-qu- e
spot. Every summer thousands
of people gaze Into Its great depth and
wonder where the bottom really Is.
No one has been found who Is brave
enough to determine the exact depth.
Some years ago an expedition was
formed ond went to the spot armed
with long ropes. One of the members
was tied on the end of a rope and
cautiously let down Into the mouth oí
the cavern. He went down several
hundred feet, but found no bottom.
A number of other expeditions have
since been formed, but no one has had
SF.MHHICirs HUSBAND HURT.
the courage to explore the cave to Its
Injured In Auto Accident on Ham- bottom. Hushing water can at times
be heard In the cavern, and a curburg- Vncricilii Pier.
rent of fresh air constantly
New York. Mar. 20.
nV from Its mouth. As no outletIssues
hns
brlch's husband. Prof. Uusllaume been found It Is believed hv many that
. .
i
Steniri'l mnm liiollv lnlm-,,,in nn at,,- i,,tl.a
i,..
m
ii
reiuiy a great tunnel
tomohlle accident at the Hamburg- - underuiiri
the Mississippi river with II
American pier last evening. The a u- - outlet somewhere on the Ill'inols side
tomohlle was carrying Prof. Stengel. This explanation, It Is believed clems
Heir Dlpple, the tenor, and Madame the mystery of Its bottom, the current
Dlppel to the pier about 10 p. m., ns; of fresh air and the sound of rushlmr
Madame Dlnnel was to sail for ter- - wnti.r
many on the Deutschland tomorrow
morning. Just as the vehicle entered LONELY NEBHAMKA RANt Ill's
the gates one of the wheels struck
PROLIPÍC IN UVX mu s
an Iron fender.
The Impact threw
ine m.iennie on us side and Prof Hnsli Work on Asylums to Keep 'p
Stengel was thrown through the glass
Willi I in c (.
window.
lie was badly cut by the
O'Neill, Neb., Mar. 20. The large
glass on face ami shoulders and bled
profusely.
Madame Dlppel was also
farms of northwcste.n Necut. but not enough to prevent her braska being given to homesteaders
helping her husband and the chauf under the
provisions of the Kiukald
feur to take Prof. Stengel to the sa- - law,
are increasing Insanity In this
loon or the Deutschland.
He was
slate at such a rate that additional
leter removed to the Hotel Savoy.
asylums cannot be built fast enough ti
I
accomomdate
the throngs of patients
Tribute m Men Torn.
who are sent to the Institutions by the
Iondon. Mar. 20. A movement has county
boards. There is the natural
been started to celebrate on April 2S
the fiftieth anniversary of Filen Ter- Increase, of course, due to the Increas-e- d
population which the
ry's appearance on the stage. A comhomesteads have brought to Nebrasmittee Is being formed to consider the ka,
And then there is more an eg.
matter ami will Invito the
traordlnary abnormal increase of luof her American admirers.
,
nacy unrecorded before in the world.
The fact that the farms are so Inrge,
t Nsi ci F.nsi I I, ATTEMPT TO
neighbors so far apart and women ao
FIND BURIED HOARD sesree
la accredited here as the cauae
TrapiH-rDynamite Cliff M Fnd Fa for the unusual phenomenon.
Since the Km. laid law was passed
mous r online.
and the rush of homesteaders ame lo
Webster City, Iowa, Mar. 20.
that a apot in which an Im- this section, the atste hss been buildmense fortune had been burled had ing one addition after another to Its
been revealed to him In a dream. insane nospttal at Norrolk, that institution being the one located In this
ueorge woods, a Clinton trapper, ac- territory,
today there are 400 Incompanied by C. L. Henry, also a trap- sane men and
at large In the commonper, has dynamiter a cliff In the viwealth because there Is no room for
cinity of Kobbers' cave In nn attempt them
at Norfolk Th rot' hi
pul.
to nn.i tne treasure.
Though I"",
the at tages have been built there with a ca- "'.
...
nun now non-'in i nu
i'íi.
stories of a generation ago to the ef- - n
nP(1. to COmploUoBj
Í belnafeet that hundreds of thousand.
t
"'com m OOS I e SC ,.
dollars ill fold and mnnnv hn,l 1. ,'.,,. but the authnrltl
e St fh
hnirJl.il a
secreted In the bluffs near the famous still tearing
their hair to And beds for
cave.
,
prospective pstlents.
According to the tales which were
The
as It now stands la
prevalent two or three decades ago. capable Institution
of taking
supposedly, of
the great fortune had been burled In hut flftv men nml care,
...
inn m,
-- whuiii v....
r
uui ni
ine enns ny a tinnd or thieves
which spite of this limit, there are
ninety-al- e
had Infested that part of VtT
the country, men being crowded Into apartments.
...
W
It U'!ll
Mil it, lllllt
M Ik.
, utiiiu
...... flflA .n .,u
mmi. inr
run quota or- women.
Men
would meet near Robbers' cave and In are alaeoln
In lh knitar r, ,..,.
h
the presence of every member the engine rooms, In little rear rooms and
spoils would be burled In a predeterIn every nook and corner, in fact,
mined spot. According to the tale, available.
f

60ES III

IMF

(he robbers managed

.fortune

I

(

NO

Ists being known respectively as "PI- nagnaooo' and "Plssiehtochlo," Ond
so arc the two
names most fre- quontly used by their fellow musicians
every
almost
evening at the end
"
'"icen iney sing tne t leg- mg "'V
Neapolitan song "Funlcull-Funl- cula
Inventing the words as they go
ahm
IslkinK f the French horn It will
f Interest to those not familiar
wltli this difficult Instrument to learn
that I Ho plover always Inserts his
ddubled-u- p
tis in the Del! of the horn
While n
It. thus soflotilmr
nn
J nttBlfylnSJ its tone, which Is otherwise
oi ,1 wriro .inn uneiiriniy enuraotor.
The arranger-e"L0 Bohetne," Puc-- I
Ctlii'a great opera, has made use of
r
this funeral
In the finale
follow ing the pathetic death scene of
the opera,
and. ordering his horn
players to. remove their fists, makes
the uncanny Instruments fairly sound
dtetil knell The efl'cct produced On
0 Sensitive listener is Imnresalve
in
the evlroiiu'.
H'.iti h the "human mascots" at th"
KIN i v hand concerts at Flks' Ihc.l- ter, Saturday afternoon ami evening.
March '4th.

-

84,0-ac-

playgoers who have from season to
OF season rallied to his banner with
many recruits and no desertions. Mr.
Hanford Is again accompanied by that
brilliant actress. Miss Marie Drofnah,
who, In this performance, will play
"Katharine,
I'he Merchant of Venice" will he Mr. Hanford's play at the
Saturday.
matinee
TWO

Darwin's theory of the survival of
the fittest gpplies to literature or well
as to natural history. The test of
niedh
time as applied to
results In
a ruthless! and swet ping elimination
When a comedy survives as long ni
"The Taming of the Hhreww" with
of its being hulled with
Íirospects generations
yet unborn there
can be little doubt about Its being lit.
It gives the Shakesperean uctor
brilliant opportunity to Indulge
in the relaxations of comedy; and It
Is comedy so bouynnt and unrestrained that In many scenes It Is absolute
farce. Mr. Charles H. Hanford has
been a favorite In thl role. Indeed,
he is regarded In the many communities in which he has performed as
ii
nrnret(.r. His appearance at
the Rika' opera house on HaturCay
will be awaited
night, March .:
with Interest by the host of loyal

Human Mascots,

of all the musicians that compose

the Ellery hand none have been more
stanch In their allegiance to tha organization than the two little French
horn playsrt, Car .i.i-- and Oaeta. dubbed years ago by Mr. Kllerv the mascots of the baud. These two artists
are in alio about the most diminutive of the whole band. One Is roun 1,
chubby and swarthy, with Jet black
hair and the darkest sort of brown
yes, while the other Is a pronounced
blonde with flaxen hair and china-blu- e
eyes. These two little men are
inseparable companions They room
together, they eat together andtdress
precisely Hllke when they don
's
clothes. Itoth are Neapolitans
and are of almost the same age. All
the most popular membera of the band
and those who have been longest In
the organisation have naturally acquired nicknames, the two nub- horn- cltt-ten-

mile-squa-

s

,,,,

rrr:.

imi-n-
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Mr and Mrs. S. R. McDonald, of
Denver, are registered at the Alvu-rado.
F. C Dezendnrf. of Santa Fe, Inspector for the federal land office In
the capital, arrived In Albuquerque
last night on business connected with
COLLEGE EXPERIMENT STATION
the land office.
A
INCREASE
mnrriae license was issued yesGETS SUBSTANTIAL
terday by the county clerk's office to
Mr. Allison D. Hilt.' of Neenah, Wis.
'and Miss Mary Dorothy Mac Daren,
The Morning Journal Bureau. 'who gives her residence as Albua
1229
Ave. N. W.
querque.
Washington, l. C. Mar. 20.
An important meeting of the direcA liilJ hjs MlH both the KOI
tors of the Commercial club was held
and house providing for Increased a
last night with all members present,
propria Hons for all of the agrlcultu
at which several matters of Interest
I
experiment stations in the mat
to Albuquerque and the Ftlo Grande
nn of which Is I'l
ami
valley were thoroughly discussed.
New Mexico matlon, located at L
Matters connected with the enlargeCruce.
ment of the Rio Grande woolen mills
were discussed at length and I
was apfrom the directora
pointed to take up the questions Involved with President Hcarriip 01 the
mills and to report at a meeting of
the directors to he held Friday night
The session continued until a late
hour and a good deal of routine work
was accomplished.
The funeral of the late F.dwin A.
Lindemanp whose death occurred
Monday night at his home 206 North
Kdith street, will take place this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock fro mthe chapddii
el of the Murders undertaking parlors
ender the direction of the Albuquer-

There is no use talking to the contrary, Wednesday Bargain
Day at the

1

GLOBE STORE

Pcnn-vlvaiii-

is about the most popular event of the week in

Albuquerque. And the reason is not hard to find.
A bargain day at the Globe Store is a day of real
bargains

nj

fake about

it

For

--

Well.
M

wlih in.- Helen cutoff of in- - Santa Wtl
road, and thai a branch of the former is to run from bo me polnl ii'
I Ubhnck
county, to Roswell and on
through to Torrance.
-

t

Military Prerogative,
Washington, Mar. 20. Lieutenant
General Hates, chief of staff has decided! a controversy as to whether the
putting of emplacements of batteries
"out of commission" Is a prerogative
of the post artillery district commander or of the pust commander. Ho
says that In the absence of special Instructions from higher authority the.
placing of emplacements out of commission Is nn Incident of the performance of a duty by the company commander but. he adds. It Is to be presumed that In the general case special instructions from higher authority
will be given and that ordinarily the
higher iVthorlty giving the Instructions will be the post commander,
though undoubtedly It Is a prerogative
of the district commander to give such
special instructions If he so desires.

W

hich

by dealers to put on special sale, but will be taken from our regular

stock. From 9 o'clock in the morning until 5 o'clock in the evening
all towels listed will be sold at the prices given below, before and after
these hours they will be sold to no one except at the regular retail prices.

OOOd

1

stock

I

-

Every day from II o lo.k to 2 in
(.111 gel a splendid
lunch st
serve e. obllgiiq
nominal pilce. qui-The White Elephanl
attendants.
Try It.

buck Towels, red borders nt ends,
fringed ends, sale price each,

-

Towels, red and
heck with fringed ends, gale price

Lol

5

Fine

1

Bleached Turkish Towele, site
pflce

,.

s

M,

, Uu, ,,boVP nurflberi we desire to
call especial attention to our complete line
of line linen TowW with colored, hem-re- d
stiichod. and Srawn Worh borders, prices
25c to gl.O'l
ranging from, each

hUCk

ii

for

2,1c

borden, always sold for

CO

It

n

14 JO,

7

fiO'á

..

Bleached Turkish Towels, size 22x38,
regular price 30c and 35c each, sale price 20e

Lot

8

t

20c

.((Ul()n

II:, If Idea, bed Turkish Towels, fancy
!
25c each,
for
price

Lot

huek Towels, size
regttlge
rlce 35c

q Unbleached Turkish
Towels, 22x44;
heavy and durable, regular price :i."ic each,
2 for 45c
for this sale only

j

."c

Towels, size 15x2S, red bor:l for 25c
der at ends, s.ile price

Lol

213

t,s

connection mention may be made of
carried.
the large line of drawnwork
These goods come In Mexican, Japanese,
and American work, and ttrO priced in
keeping with the towels. In the stock aro
many beautiful pieces that are adapted to
the various uses of dining room and bed
room requirements, and will well repay
for the trouble of examination.

137

The days are gradually growing warmer, and we are reminded that in

46 '4
06
95
39
m,ri

a short time the torrid days will be here. Torrid days require mighty
thin underwear and this is going to be a mighty good time to buy

91

103
104
103
102

'A

MEN'S

io:t
104
132

UNDERWEAR

SUMMER

j

.

--

The

Metal--

New York. Mar.

uo hanged locally
at

lt,Bt01I.7S;
ami

11,10,
1 1. It,

Wednesday. March 21. heglning at ! o'clock,
we w ill place on sale at special prices, a complete line of theae goods, and to convince
prospective buyers that we are offering rc.il
barga ins. QUOtO the following prices:

.

was
10. -- Copper
with Lake quoted
Casting at ll.llfl

Electrolytic

at

ll.00(f

I

Men's Fine Derby Ribbed Shirts and
Drawers, anlnioil color, all sizes; these
gOOdfl are regular 50c value, but will be
sold for 2.v the suit or per garment.. Vi'jV

7H

10s.

)4;

Mexican

Chicago Hoard

dolars.

Ken's Fine Jersey Ribbed Shirts and
in
color, regular Ito
DfeWefS,
eCfU
Bst
goods, per garment
73

i.

i.

50.

Trade.
Ilncreuslng receipts In the northwest and the pros-pO- i
t of
record breaking crop In the
southwest had a weakening effect toMs y
day on the local wheat market.
Our ensy payment plan place a pi opitlon opened unchanged at 78
Ma
I
we
not
reach.
union
7M
ami
)mr
and
to 71, sold between
11 II
villi about It?
N'aruard A I .in - 79 and
closed at 11, July ranged
ileniann. the Square Music Dealer
77
and 7t H and closed at
between
7
'11
loss of n Hi
nai
aiMl
McSiHiiblen. the Exchange man.
opened al 4 41
to 44.
Ma'
South Broadway.
44 and closed at the low
sold
For picture framing go to New point.
opened at 30 14. sold up to
n SI May
inmrr'n Hook Store.
and closed at
30k
If ion bin a
Tim tt III
Chicago Lite stock.
H l.liiilemann.
piano from
Chicago. Mar. 20. Cattle
Receipts
1 liat la worth something.
4,100. Market steady. peeves, $2.90
heifers. $ .85 ii .00
The ladles of the Presbyterian 'ii8.2.r.. cows andfeeders.
t2.70ir4.k0;
and
church will have plenty of good liom shekels
4.80.
cooking for sale at the Woman's Ex-- Tex ins, $2.7511
Market
Sheep Receipts. 16.000.
lunge building March 22d.
steady. Hheep, 13.751 6.10:
lambs.
$ 4. 501 6.50.
Don't He Danetved.
Style or forma of ruling or punchKansas Cliv Live Mock.
ing cannot be patented. We will duK .r - .s City. Mar. 20.
Cattle
plicate any Job of apeclal ruling or
500 southifl.ooo. including
punching you may rant for your Immc erns. Market
steady.
Native sters.
.
kef syslrjn.
southern sters, $3.65iii
II R. Uthgow ft Co.
5.80; southern SOWS, $2.25414.00: naJournal Building tive
Bookbinders.
cows ami
heifers. S2.ltll.lt;
I2.75O4.50;
you forget, there will be free stockers and feeders,
l.it
4.25
$1004
calves. 13.00'x
Muh In the White Elephant on Sat- bulls.
7 00
$2 7 5 l 5.50.
fed
western
sei-urday evening. Don't mise it.
western fed cows, 12. 756 4.50.
Hheep Receipts, 0.000.
Market
Merchants' lunch, just the thing foi
Muttons. 14.500 5 R0; lambs.
the busy man. White Elephant from weak.
15. 50O 6.50: range
wethers. $6.401
li te I Í0.
5 ti'.. fed ewes.
It ::,',: IS
Merchants need not go home for
M. I anil- - W mil
lunch nest Thursday as the ludles of
St. Louis. Mar. 10. Wool market,
the Presbyterian church will supply teady;
unchanged, ,
wanta at the Woman's
Mar.

No.

Men's Fancy Cray Balbrlggan Shirts
Drawers, well made and nicely finish
ed, always sold for IOC per garment, sate
price
805 Men's White BálbriggSn Shirts and
Drawers, very line and beautifully finished; goods of the same grade are sold by
other dealers for 75c per garment, our

lit
and

Of

.

20.

.1

11

pri

i.

i.

501
Men's Balbrlggan Shirts and
ers, blue In color, all sizes; regular
garments, sale price per garment

Draw- 50c

'
20r

881
Men's iialbrlggan Shirts and Drawers, black, all sizes; regular 50c garments,
IM
sale price per garment
!IH0
Men's. Fine Iialbrlggan Shirts and
Drawers, ecru In color, regular 50c garments, sale price, per garment
U
94
Fine French Halhrlggan Shirts and
Drawers, ecru in color; well made garments, nicely finished and always sold for
iOC
,5c each, sale price, per garment

."()(

S43
Men's Fine White Halli.iggan Shirts
and Draws, silk trimmed; an elegant garment and worth $1 per garment, our
price
7c
N
830 Men's very line White Lisle Thread
Shirts and Drawers: strictly first class In
every particular and good enough for any
one to wear; usually sold for $1.50 per
$1.00
garment, our price
Men's White Lisle Thread UnlOfl
No. 051
Suits; full fashioned, best of finish and
trlmimngs; the most comfortable garment
for warm weather made; worth $1.75 per
01.2."
suit, our price , . . :
It may seem a little early to buy this goods, but
nt the prices named, money can be made by
buying (it this time and putting the garment
away until they are needed.

a,

Bargains like the above can only be found at the store under the

BIG GLOBE SIGN

LltI.R:

En-han-

8,

six-roo- m

-

--

-

FLEISCHER
Estate

Fire Insurance,
Surety Bonds.

212
South Second Street.
Abraham's Employment OfAutomatic Phone 328.
S.
First st. Automatic
I OR
SALE.
tf $2.200
'phone 290.
brick cottage, new,
BAKERIES.
bath, electric lights, N. Sixth St.
RRIKÁn. PIES AND CAKES DB- - $2.250
modern adobe, well
city,
wedany
nart of the
built, nicely finished, large grounds,
to
specialty:
satisfaction
a
ding cakes
Qoo4 outbuildings, trees and
S. N. Balling. Pioneer
Fnuth Wurd.
,, h
207 Sooth First street
"
cement fln- fANk4i
isii dwelling, bath, etc. close In.
frame dwelling. on
WAITED First class i k Apply $2.500
ni21
corner closg In, lot 75x142, fine
1012 West Railroad avenue.
shude trees.
Nlcelv furnished room,
"WANTED
new
brick cottage,
on first fioor. close 'in. Address XXX $1.400
,ri near ,t,r)l'!' "ty water, easy ternm.
journal,
Clean cotton rags at A ierran.
WANTED
tine piece of business property for
Morning Journal office.
Experienced help fur a,
WANTED
ranches for sale close to
'dressmaking:
also paid apprentice
city.
girls. Apply Mrs. Roehrlg, 215 W. $2,6tio
brick cottsge. bath,
Railroad avenue, upstulrs.
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 50i
invest" $0.000
142; N Second street.
to
To
WANTED
frame, new, barn,
$7,000 In safe 8 per cent security. Must $1,300
shade trees, city water, high locam28
be safe. S. Journal.
tion.
WANTED A cook at 217 S. Fourth $2,000
frame cottage, bath,
If
etc.; S. Arno street.
frame cottage, bath,
u A A 0O First class cook and $1,100
electric lights, close In.
housekeeper. Apply Mrs. Vt U.
Elmhnrst hotel. Norh 4th st. If $6,600 4 double houses, close In. In
come $80 per month; a good Invest- T.nhnrerM niitlvp
ami
Ul w wn
while, and all trades supplied with nent.per Half cash, balance on time t
cent.
help on short notice. Also domestic
oom
frame cottage, elegant
servants. Abraham's Employment Of IS.500-7-rWest Tijeras ave.
S.
315
First st. Automatic .residence.
brick, sultm- h.'.ne "90 '
tf 13.300
!
ble for rooming o' hoarding hou
r
:
If you want to buy, sell
WANTED
on HlKhiandB
;or exchange anything talk with F. I . $2,600
frame, bath, electrte
tf
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 7 5i 4 1,
by
experienced
ward,
Sewing
Fourth
WANTED
109 North Walter. Old $1,300
frame, near shops.
dressmaker.
u $,000
phone 180.
modern
To exchange a goo I
brick dwelling; bath; gaa: electric
WANTED
lights; barn.
$1.800 business for city property. F.
$3,300
L. McSpadden.
300 South Kroadwny.
brick cottsge: modern
well built; large cellar; good bum;
Laborers, native n,i,l
WANTED
trees and lawn; One location. West
white, nnd all trades supplied wlln
Tijeras road.
help on short notice. Also domestic $2.700
frame dwelling with
servants. Abraham's Employment Ofmodem conveniences; well built. S.
Automate
First el.
fice. 315 S.
Arno
st
tf
'phone 290.
frume cottage; nutU
" WANTED-S- al esl adíes. must be $2,300
ern convenience, trees mni st,, nt,
competent and experienced. Address
bery, corner lot, 60x147
In writing, giving references. P. O. Honey to laiun on Good Heal Ketme
Box 234.
at Iaiw Kates of Interest.

servants.

fice, 111

shrub-guar.mtee- d.

T

two-stor-

Sb-fte- t.

il

1

g.

Laborer?, native ami
WANTED
white, and all trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic

1

their

m

O. Box 234.

30.

Miti-lli-

nil 7
FOR SALE Saddle and driving
horses or good light work horse. 614
m2l
S. Broadway.
house and
FOR SALE Poultry
fence of poultry netting. 1043 N,
Eighth street.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE For
city or ranch property, a new furnished' rooming house. Best location in
the city. Address F. J. this office, tf
Four-rooFOR SALE In Highlands.
modern home, corner lot. very
desirable location. Apply at 703 P.
m23
Arno street.
FOR SALE A snap for $1,600:
Seven-roohouse and corner, lot 71x
100 feet; 71 feet of cement sidewalk
and city water. Must be sold at once.
I nquire at 524 East Coal avenue.
FOR SALE. Acousticons, to the
car what the eyeglass is to the eye.
Call evenings from 5 to 6 or Saturday
forenoons. Miss Philbrick, CommerfKUrESSIUNAL.
!
cial Club building,
ATTORNEY'S.
FOR SALE Light Brahma eggs
for hatching. J. F. Palmer, 501 N. R W? D. BRTAN
at Law.
Attorney
First street.
Office in First National bank bulld-InFOR SALE Eggs from best
Alhuuueroue. NM;
atmlns Minnrcas. Leghorns and
PHYSICIANS.
iFlshei'S White Plymouth Rocks, $1.00
per setting. 909 N. Eleventn St. aiu DR. R. L. HUSTN. T. Arimilo Bldg.
Room
FOR SALE Country store, includTuberculosis treated with High Freing store, building 40x70 feet, store quency Electrical Current and GermiTreatments given from 8 a. m. to
fixtures, stock of general merchandise, cide.
Trained nurse in attendance.
residence and forty acres of 4 p. m.
'phones.
Both
a
pay
.
patented land. Business will
H. WROTH
profit of three thousand to four thou- DR. J. Physician
and Surgeon.
sand dollars a year. Owner is obliged
Albuquerque. N. M,
to sell and will' state why to those Interested. W. A. Heather, Cliff, N. M. DR. J E. BRONSON
Homeopathic.
0 Physician and Surgeon.
FOR SALE- The oldest and best
Ice
Room l wnmng moos.
established Candy Kitchen and
Cream Parlor In Albuquerque. Call
DR. W. G. SHADRACH
Inand
street
Practice Limited
at 211 South Second
tl
Eve. Ear, Nose, Throat.
vestigate,
Aurist for Santa Fe coast
and
Oculist
In
FOR BALE Small drug store
W. Railroad av.
lines. Office 313
9 to 12 a. mM1.30 to 5 tfr.fjh
small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S.
Hours
ti
Broadway.
DENTISTS.
FOR SALE Eggs for hatching. DR. J. E. KRAFT
White Leghorn, $1.00 per setting,
Dental Surgeon.
22 Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Block, over
1043 N. Eighth street
7i,
for setting. íl.OH. the Golden Rule ury tiooqs company.
uo fe7o-biTrT.rL- TTt North Automatic Phone
- 272; Colorado. 164.
P i.Miiouui
iIll,-rej ib
. cpr . n
... n
i -ai
w. s
"
iít
Walter.
unic es: Aiimi.iu oiock. onpoane urn
plants.
den Rule. Office hours. 8:S0 a. m. to
FOR SALE 5.000 rhubarb
The best in the land. Mann Bros. a3 12:30 d. m.: 1:20 to 5 p. m. AutoAnoolntments
matic telephone 462.
the
McSpadden,
FOR SALE See
made bv mall.
,
EhnhiTin Man before you buy w any
thing. He has over $ l.oou.uuu o in DR L E KRviN
etc..
merchandise,
Dentist,
of houses, land,
tf
Auto Phone 691
for sale. 300 South Hroadway.
22,
Whiting block, over
20
A
I
mer
.
Rooms
and
si
of
stock
F
Small
cm
T. L. Mc-- S
Learnard and Lindemann,
chandise al a bargain,
n a d den, 800 S. Broadway.
second-han- d
FOR SALE New andCarriage
EXPERT ACCOUNTING
Co.
hnc-'at Albuuueruue
Ho, ilis audited, statements prepared,
Ali
lots in Coronado improved
FOR SALE
systems installed. Twenty
place. T I McSpadden. 300 South years' experience.
Satisfaction guar'roadway.
George H. Browne, 110 South
FOR SALE. Buy a home on easy anteed.
payments. I have two snaps. T. L. Second st.. Albuquerque, N. M.
tf
McSpadden. 300 S. Broadway.
CIVII, ENGINEERS.
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Ranches CT' r u . wis iTIT
civil Engineer.
from $900 to $25,000. T. L.
If Ryom 23. NX ArnilJob.uihjng.
den. 300 S. Broadway.
AIU IIITICCTS.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Two rooming houses. T. I - McSpadden. 300 S. F. W. SPENCER
V. O. WALLING FORD
Broadway
Architects.
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Are you
ai,
Rooms 46 and 47. Barnett Building.
I
some
have
Interested in mines.
Both
'Phones.
me.
with
Talk
to be good deals.
I.. McSpadden, 300 is. uroauway.
t NDER'I XKEKS.
FOR SALE I have some good val- A. BORDE US- City Undertaker.
ues In residence property. See me before you buy. T. L. McSpadden, 300 Black or white hearse, $5.00. Comtf
Broadway.
mercial Club Building. Auto telephone,
South
316; Colorado, red 115. Albuquerque,
MALE HÍXP"WANTEI).
New Mexico.
Salesman, competent,
WANTED
defor men's furnishing and shoe
partment; must be able to wait on
Spanish trade. Only experienced need
and Loans,
apply. Address, giving references, P. Real

A.

Hi,-

N

Lead
ai Is 3d lower at CD! 2s (M
In London, but remained quiet and
'unchanged at I.Í094.M locally.
Spelter was unchanged at (24 It
In London, but ruled
shade easier
locally and closed al 8.1 51 8.25 for
Silver,

So,

502

i.

The London markets were easier
With spot quoted at III and futures

at

Grant

-0

es

1 4 "

oupon
HlH
Money Market
Money
on
call
New York. Mar. 20.
S($6; prime mercantile piper. I6j

Chicago,

I

for Itlc

j

d

22.

21x4 0,

Bleached huclc Towels. Hie 17x21. throe
stripes al each end, sale price each..!

Lot

93
102

157
11 95

.1

Extra fine linen
unbleached,
each, sale price
I

Lol

'

137'
264'4

57
174
Si
32

Towels. 20x56
for 25c, sale

Unen crash hand

White
' " n

list.

IOS

2

1x2:'.

l

Lot I

Mar. 20. The demand
stocks caused the day's partial recovery of yesterday's loss and was not
of important character the shrinkage
In the vojume Of the transactions is
itself evidence of this fact.
In

Washington. Mar. L'h The hOOSe
committee on merchant marine and
fisheries has decided to begin formal
consideration of the shipping bill on
the 22d Instant. At that time
will decide whether or not
to grant any further hearing! on the
measure The friends of the bill Will
make every possible effort to SCCUrS
(iiiiiih;- a favorable report from th
but It is rather doubtfi w bather
lerstood
they will succeed
opposed
that Speaker ( 'a lino
hough!
to the measun and
igeinenl
that he will a
re
to It. even If a favorable repon
turne.) by the committee, Chalrmai
Tawney of the house committee 01
appropriations is also very much op ,
posed to the bill and will light It
It comes up on the Moor.

1m-

1

Wall Street.
New York.

.

you

Unbleached, hOBey-eom- h
inches, regular price
price

Lot

siz.--

I

e-

The goods that will be placed on sale that day are not the cheap,
shoddy stuff that is manufactured for such occasions, and usually used

Lot

Closing

4,

1-

n,

AND COMMERCE

Amalgamated copper
Sugar
Ana. onda
Atchison
do preferred
New Jersey Central
Chesapeake & Ohio
St. Puul
Hlg Four
Hot l ighting in Siberia.
Colorado & Southern
London. Mar. 20. A dispatch to the
do first preferred
Dally Mail
from Zungero, Nigeria,
do second preferred
says that a Hritlsh punitive force, Brie
commanded by Captain Ooodwln, at- Manhattan
tacked Sokoto on March 12. The na- Metropolitan
tives twice charged the Hritlsh s.uate. Missouri Pacific
The New York Central
but were almost annihilated.
Hritlsh then advanced to Batlm which Pennsylvania
they found to be strongly held. They St. Louis & San Francisco
bombarded the place. The defenders
second preferred
fought desperately, facing the Hritlsh Southern
Pacific
charges
The place was finally cap- Union Pacific
tured at the point of the bayonet. Thx I'nlted States Steel
natives were driven uiit ami pursued
do preferred
More than 300
by mounted troops
Union
of them were killed including their Weetern
I'nlted State Bonds:
The revolt Is now crushed Refunding
leader
2s. registered
l.oyal chiefs are notiv
do coupon
with the troops fine Hritlsh officer Registered
3s
was severely wounded
do coupon
Id 4s. registered
TO TAKE I P SHIPPING HILL.
do oupon
Hearing" Before the Hoaae committee New 4s. registered
March

Linen, tluck and Cotton Towels

the Germ.
Falling hair is caused by dandruff.
Which is I germ disease.
The germ
in burrowing Into the root of the hair,
where it destroys the vitality of the
hair, causing the hair to fall out. digs
up the cuítela In little scales, called
dandruff or scurf. You can't stop the
falling hair without curing the dandruff, and you can't cure the dandruff without killing the dandruff
germ
"Destroy the cause, you remove the effect " N'ewbro's Horplcidc
is the only hair preparation that kills
the dandruff germ Herplclde is also
Sold by
a delightful
hair dressing
leading druggists, send 10c In stamps
for simple to The Herplclde 'n., Detroit. Mich. I! H Hiiggs A Co., special agents
FINANCE

Room

en.

m

- a Germ Disease

Kill

Cruise of the Middles.
Washington. Mar. 10. The annual
summer cruise of the midshipmen .it
the naval academy will start from
Annapolis June 16 two weeks later
than usual. The navy department will
detail a large Meet of vessels for the
cruise. Including the monitor! Nevada,
Arkansas and Florida of the eoMt defense aiiuadmn: the cruiser Des Moln s
and either or both the cruisers Cleveland and Denver of the Atlantic Meet,
and the cruiser Newark of the regular
practice fleet of the naval academy,
which Is now being fitted out at the
navy yurd, Norfolk The Itinerary of
the cruise will Include visits to Norfolk. New York. Newport, New Lonpossibly
Har
don Portsmouth and
Harbor or 1'ortland. Me

Will Begin

we will endeavor to interest the housewives of the city in

HAIR.

FALLING

7

ss

a

si: OF

Dandruff,

FOR KENT.
FOR UEXÍ- - Front room With bath
for two gentlemen, no invalids. m--635
h
South Broadway.
.
FOR RENT Good furnished house
tent and rooms, board hi connection.
"
124 S. Edith.
FOR RENT Furnished room. 30 S
ma
Santa Fe avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished front room
413 K,
with bath; no sick people.
m21
Hazeldine.
light
FOR RENT Rooms for
tf
housekeeping. 512 N. Second st.
por'rf.NT Five-roobrick cot
tage with modern conveniences, close
in. H. H. Tilton, room 19, Grant bldg.
FOR RENT Furidshed rooms. n-511
-S. Third street.
Five-roowith
house
FOR RENT
ViniVi
rr Wilson, ion S. Arno St. u
FOR RENT Four rooms
honsekeenhig: two
S. Second st.
FOR RENT Good .''office room;
Grant
New
modern conveniences
f
Apply Moon's studio,
building.
FOR RENT Brick house with
Maynara
bath at 207 N. Fifth st.
tf
Gunsul.
FOR RENT Furnished room, modii
ern. 724 S. Second st.
houses;
FOR RENT Two
Auto, phone 513 or call
furnished.
t"
mi 1101 H. Fourth st.
FOR RENT To nersons wishing
eleprivate mons with board. The
gant residence of Nathan Barth, 422
neatly
North fuxth street, has been
furnished and started as a. first-clarooming
house.
boarding
and
prívale
Larg alrv rooms, reception hall and
parlors, double porches, large grounds.
tf
Terms reasonable.
Phone 638.
FOR RENT Front furnished room
with bath. 31 S Hazeldine avenue. m27
FOR RENT New four-roo412 W. Lead avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms bv
the dav. week or month, also rooms
Eva
Mrs.
for light housekeeping.
tf
Flaming. 113 West Lead ave.
in
Apartments
Park
FOR RENT
View Terrace, eight rooms eacn, modern equipment throughout. H. H. Til-toroom 19. Grant block.

.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21

prominent traveling
with
adquarters In st. ixmis
r of the Travellers' Pro
Odd
atlOn and of the
II. w 1 but 2S years of age.
111. inn
was a brother of II.
n of
Lindethe I rnard
rir house. Rev. J. W, Bar- if filiate at the service this

11

i:

Wagons and other Chattels: also on
salaries and warehouse receipts, as
low as $10.00 skid as high as $200.00.
Loans are auicklv made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one
year given. Goods to remain in your
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamshln tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 "nd 4. Grant Bldg.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
S05 West Ratjrpnt Avenne.
FOR SALÉT
Foil SALE. perBees and B.supplies.
Keller.
dozen.
Hives, $12.00
m2:l
502 Mountain Road.
FOR SALE Duston white Wyan-dotte40 fine, vigorous birds cheap
E. W. Fee's Feed
if sold at once.
m23
Store, S. Second street
FOR SALE. 2 nice lots in Perea
Terms. if
addition, $100.00 each.
m23
wanted. J. K. care Journal.
FOR SALE Small dairy of seven
Jersey cows, with fixtures and trade
established. For particulars, Address
m17
P. O. Box 272, Albuojuerquc.
,
heife,-Jersey
SALE
One
FOR
cheap; inquire of Mrs. J. Monahai,.
m2C
Ruby house.
FOR BALE Furniture, sewing ma-

111

uquerq

Money to Loan
Pianos. Oraans. Horses.

chines, cheap.

que lodge of Klks. of which ordtr demember, The members
ceased was
if the lodge Will attend III a body.
was before coming to
linde

d ror

-

On Furniture,

s.

OOHt-tnltt-

liailn

tO"-

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN ADVAKCK

Weather tow-cast- .
Washington. Mar. 20. New Mexico
and Arizona: Fair, warmer
day and Thursday.

TO MESILLA

Xii'itln

ih 21.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

LOCAL UNO PERSONAL

MORE MONEY

M

.

i,

--

two-stor-

on West Railroad avenue the store of reliability, quality
and one price everything marked in plain figures at the
price anyone can buy, for man, woman or child your money
back if wanted.

y,

?

MORNING

ALBUQUERQUE
EDITORIAL

SECTION

ALBUQUERQUE,

1HEFÉSM
AMERICA

III

SfflJ

WEDNESDAY

NEW MEXICO,

MARCH

The Heers

of Lumbermen.
TIMBER EXPORTS GO TO
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

PAGES

21, 1906.

7 TO

10

AMERICA'S FINEST PRODUCTIONS

W

Uncle Sam Easily the Greatest

JOURNAL

of Quality

Pabst's Blue Ribbon
and Pabsfs Export

Correspondence Morning Journal.
Washington, Mar. 16. Recent official reports show that Uncle Sam is
easily the greatest lumberman In the
world.
The greater part of the timber that is used in making everything
from matches to masts is hauled from
the shores of the North American
continent.
While pine and fir form the bulk of
the trade, other American woods are
much in demand. Even the
islands of far off Australasia
depend upon our forests for their supply of commercial timber. It is estimated that half of the spool stock
used in the thread manufactories of
England is birch wood that comes
from Maine, a state that has been
turnln out on an average 150,000,-00- 0
feet of lumber per annum for the
last fifty years. Southern cypress, for
many years regarded as fit only to furnish' shade for alligators, is now the
standard shingle wood of the world.
California redwood, which half a ceni
tury ago was practically unknown, !a
read circles all over the west.
congress. Everyone- feele that our
today eagerly sought for in all the who selects what may be called the
Territorial Grand Jnrj liusy.
made,
and
been
long
lias
since
case
CITY HULL BOND
markets of Christendom. One of the battleground and maps out his plan of
N.i word has come from the terriUNITED
upon
alone.
our
We
merit
stand
cercampaign.
best examples of the demand for
tor-mshape
In
oi
Jury
grand
the
torial
There has never been a case In all the
tain American woods is found in th?
First to be dispatched to the scene
action as yet. but the jury is hard
history of the country with so much
prices paid for walnut, which comes of operations is the advance guard of
work and according to report Is
at
feel
merit as ours. We naturally
chiefly from the middle Atlantic states woodmen and carpenters who make a
accomplishing a good deal oi busithat the first big mistake was made
TO
German agents have been known to Clearing and put up a couple of rude
ness, Thus far the Jury
has been
DOCKET
when we wire hooked onto another
CRIMINAL
OKLAHOMA IS
pay from $250 to $400 each for fine but serviceable shacks, one to serve as
Working on cases In which prisoners
a
care
of
to
person's
take
vehicle
logs of Pennsylvania walnut.
barracks for the rank and file and the
are held for the Jury In the county
balky horse. It Is quite natural that
Notwithstanding the enormous out- other as headquarters.
Then a kitchJail.
with
resentment
some
ihould.be
there
put of timber from the United States en goes up; and if. as the Frenchman
The following real estate transfers
any person Imbued with the genuthere Is enough left to furnish food said, the way to reach a man's heart
were recorded yesterday in the office
every
BE A
that
tub
ine
TODAY
spirit
American
sawCALLED
FDR
great,
lumof
the
is through his stomach, then the
for the hungry teeth
GETTING NERVOUS should stand on Its own bottom to
of the county clerk:
mills for many generations to come. Ti berman Is at the mercy of the cook
I te
irded.
Treliefers
outlook,
The
this plan of action.
was estimated by government experU or vice versa. Above all else, the
O. B. Cromwell lo J. M. Moore
therefore, is gloomy, bin wc hope that
In 1900 that the standing supply of lumberman must have what he bluntRealty company, lots 21 and 22, block
congress
appreciate
the necessity
will
A blacksmith
ly calls "good grub."
timber in the United States amountn;.
Perce addition: $i.
of statehood for that ountry olid do
trillion feet, shop and stables complete the settlethan two
ed to more
to
company
Surety Investment
something for us before they adjourn
Majority of People
board measure. With such a supply, ment. Then the bulk of the army
Co.
Case
Coal
llessel, l.oi. lots and 2, block Larye
Caledonian
Wallace
Whole
tli
generally
not
understood
is
Declares
"It
Delegate
together with the scientific methods marches In and takes possession.
11. I'erea addition: 1475.
government
Is
organized
no
in
there
logging crew consists
of forestry that are coming more and
An
Broadway Land & Improvement
Indian territory. There are no school
more into use there is little fear that of foreman, engineer, two "fellers."
company to 1,. E. Maddisoo. lots 2
childSeem to Favor It.
100.000
more
than
and
districts
Be
outHeard
go
Monday.
to
of
couple
a
May
will
sawyers,
have
two
a
Is Suffering.
the United States
Territory
and I, block 2fi, Eastern addition;
advantage,
school
ren
are
without
lumof
procure
to
same
number
the
cutters and
side her boundaries
$2f,0.
only those In the cities being able to
backers," and cable or signal men.
ber. The very magnitude of modern
A. A. Trimble to W. O. Hope, all of
attend school. There is no communenterprise Is a guarantee that meas- three hook tenders, ten laborers two
block 1 except .".0x1 T.O feet In southity nor city that is not affected comures will be taken to preserve the undercutters and last but not least, a
east corner of said block, lluuing BOTH PARTIES MAY PUT
mercially by the unfortunate condi- TERRITORIAL GRAND JURY IS
forests. A single corporation, operat- cook and his helper. The "fellers" WANTS QUESTION SETTLED
Highland addition; It.
a
are
now
We
prevail.
which
tions
In
ing in the state of Maine, has invested mark the tree, even indicating
Broadway Land & Impromement
by reason of
not
country,
great
IT INTO THE PLATFORMS
but
WORK
RAPID
SOME
maDOING
Which direction It must fall. Then
nearly $16,000,000 In mills and
TO SAVE PEOPLE SUSPENSE what has been done for us. but becompany to ft w. Yoakum, tota 6 and
chinery, dams and forest land. With "swampers" march forth and clear
addition,
ii.
IS,
block
Easlern
tl:ii.
resources,
cause of the natural
to
such an amount of capital tleó up, u away the underbrush from the ground
H. C Acker mat! and husband
everybody knows what
"When
Is evident that the future prosperity where the tree Is to lie. After them
From every expresaron of sentiment
of
Will do to relieve all
of the United Sarah K. Salter, lots In block I and 2.
Statehood
docket
The
criminal
S.
20.
sawyers
Bird
Washington.
Mar.
upon
the
depends
the
executioners,
come
the
undertaking
of the
heard on Ibe streets, In offices and
these conditions they naturally feel States COUrt for the Second judicial Coronado Flaco; $1,800.
saws,
preservation of Its supply of raw ma- with their formidable cross-cu- t
delegate iij congress from Ok- very
badly over the present condition district, will he called this morning
in the homes of
each with six or more feet of teeth, lahoma, says that th people and
terial.
No time for lunch? Trv the White business houses and
of the statehood legislation and await
Albuquerque
the proof
people
the
Albuquerque
Mer11
in
house
to
2:30.
at
court
old
The
The lumber producing territory of find lo! the tree that has been growthe
Elephant
from
interests of that territory are Inan with great anxiety the final outcome
$311.000 for the
of
bond
Issue
you
posed
so
quick
ll
served
the United States may be divided Into ing perhaps for fifty or a hundred
lunch
chants'
on
docket
the
at 10 o'clock. Oases
tfl of the struggle."
each of years in a few minutes lies prostrate, unfortunate state of suspense as of
construction of a city hall for Ihls Clt)
six geographical sections,
Mr. McUulre's call at the White will be set lor trial and the business don't miss the time from business.
pending the settlement
seems
certain to receive Ihe approval
which is commercially distinct from In a few minutes more It Is lying In statehood
today
in
was
occupy
connection of the United stales side win
the row between tin- senate and house house
of the taxpayers.
the other. The lake region, with its lengths of twelve, fourteen or sixteen as
SUPPLY
FRESH
RECEIVE
of
WE
John
Fmbrv
with
the nomination
to whose iiili shall be accepted,
the rest of the week.
since the proposal to issue theaa
white pine and hemlock, Includes the feet, according to its size, and then
Although several indictments had OF CHASE A SWIIOIIVS COF bonds
bas worked hard to have to be United Slates attorney of Oklafor city ball purposes has been
slates of Michigan, Minnesota and powerful Norman horses drag the logs hisMcGuirc
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of
EVERY
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the
recommendation
homa.
he
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a
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State and
both the
territory become
thoroughly understood by the people,
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yesterday,
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territorial
that 0 situation
It has been shown by Ibe MornIllinois. Practically all the states south more than a rough path cleared of arisen
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ioi i wii if IT since
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ing Journal and the friends of the
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of
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all
uncertainty
of
Indictments
the
The
pays in rent
west as the Rocky Mountains, com- lopped off and the bark sent this way having a serious effect upon the com- charges that when he was an attorney Aside from the cases outlined ill the FACTION WE
II. I. CHEERFULLY plan that the city now
Tor the dilapidated excuse for a city
prise the section from which corner and that by the Hying axes. Now the mercial affairs of the territory, h In an Indian guardianship ease 1c Morning Journal yesterday, there will KEFI titi YOUR MONEY.
hall almost enough to pay the Interprincipally the long and short le.'f hook tender Jabs a hook fastened to thinks, as well as upon the nerves and had exacted nn ex sslve fee. This not be a great deal of business in the
V J. M liOY.
act on the bonds and since Hie folly
pine and all the cypresses. Of the a cable first here and then there, and minds of the people, who feel that a was raked up against him and is
United
The
United states court
the proposal to une the public lvarious groups, that which furnishes one by one the logs go humping down great Injustice is being done them.
Investigated. Mr. Mctluire saya Stales grand jury will make a report
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New Mexb o should not be nltniMcil
for picture friunliiK go In Nc- m.31
comer's Rook Slori'.
WHOLESALE
hk one; but as to Oklahoma ml Indian Territory us one state it Is dlflvmui
a
hoots,
half,
population
of
ti
MERCHANTS
fiiciorlc
be
si
with
von
will
million
and
free
foraet. there
With a combined
In the white feiephanl on lit
lunch
a
case
can
Oklahoma
statehood
better
for
Industries
make
ou'
settled
and
urday evening. Don't miss It.
Wool. II Idea A Pella
ntlmlsslops that h i'. c
than was mud out prev'oua to any of the thlrty-tra Specialty
I'.. Ii a. you buy a piano, sec I.
LAS VEGAS
Ofcurred.
1' in
ALBUQUERQUE
ml ií
nil ale nil II.
W. S. BURKE, Editor.

MACPHERSON. President.

Home,

COLUMN

COMPANY

REAL ESTATE

'

Wc have several that
are the real thins;.

1

number
Beds.

DO T NOW

J. D. EMMONS

I

to Loan on
Heal Estate.
Money

Cor. Coal and 2nd St
Colo. 'Phone, Red 177

110 West Gold Ave. inc.

m

any-onl-

y

.

I Ratal!

West End Viaduct
Auto. 'Phon 474

FINE TOILET SOAPS
2

A. E. WALKER

fi

sU

Mwlnalt

SPECIALSPECIAL

PORTERFIELD CO.

1

se,

of Iron

them on easy
terms.

'

a JVebv Slogan

of various patterns

We can save you money.

Von can get one of

Six-roo- m

JVeeds

Car of Them!

We respectfully Invite the attention of the public to our line of
magnificent
Brass Beds, which ws
have just received, along with a large

Home

1

Beds!

Beds!

A Solid

Sweet

--

!

Wednesday, March 21. iWt.

cakes for 5c

25c a dozen

FIRE INSURANCE
Secretary Mutual Building Association

THE WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY

217 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
Automatic 'I 'hone 721.

10-ro-

Blue Front.

117 West Railroad Avenue.

Both Phones

or

t

i

r,

condl-inytM-

Rankin & (o.
FIRE INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE

i

i

LOANS

Automatic Phone 4E1
ROOM 10. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING

WHY PAY RENT?
Apply your rent money on your own
home. We will sell you a nice four-roobrick, new, on monthly payments. Se about this at once, it's ,x
nice new home for some one.
Nice residence lots, Highlands or
lowlands. $li(i each. .Your own terms

Ice-co-

dirty-hande-

W00TT0N

Dealers in Real Estate

Six-roo-

i

5-

& MYER

123 South Third

Street

'e,

s

fii-nd-

"hot-food-

m

Six-roo- m

hot-foo-

&

WE HAVE FOR SALE
A

few small ranches, ranging from
three to ten ncrcs each; nil under
ditch and under high state of culti-

vation.
Also, desirable lots In the different additions to the city.
We have several small cottages, well
In, for sale on reasonable terms.

Colo. Phone. Black 144

321 Gold Avenue

IS FULL OF ODD ANDCURIOUS
THE WORLD
so there may still be those who have

not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns.

A flebv Danger

Investigate

i
i
i

REAL ESTATE

Dealers
Offio:

W. Gold Avenue
Auto. Phone 335

llEEEE

i

lf

W. P. METCALF

Votary Public, Insurance, Bonds, Money to Loan.

STORAGE!

STORAGE!

Baldridge's is the Place
FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

J. 6. BALDRIDGE

405 SOUTH FIRST STREET,

ALBLQIERQLE.

NEW MEXICO

a

i

atmo.--'article-

TICH

THE

COMPANY

WAREHOUSE

SECURITY

V

snfelv keep your PIANO. FIJRN-TITRTRUNKS, VEHICLES,
MACHINERY and nny
Hide, large or small, for any length
f time, in their new and
tOtauBQ
at reasonable
warehouse,
ates. .Money Loaned on ponds stored.
BLOCK
GRANT
OFFICES!
BOTH PHONES

VIII

E,

te

Heal Lei)iaihonf

Tteso

Briggs

B. H.

c

(Crown

Studio

st

.i- --

l

,

-

n

-

Brunswick L. B.

BILLIARD

.

I

The

i.

&

i

POOL

PARLORS

i

M.

Gussaroff

RICO HOTEL

.

Gros8,Kelly&Co

i

l't

o

I

i

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX

Children' Photoa a Specialty
Auto Phone 320

Is n necessity and the cost Is small. Wc hnve llicm.

Putney

l'LI'MBI

Wagons

Mitchell

B I ILDIM.

i

our specialty. By getting our estimates builders and contractors will
serve their own Interests best. Our
work Is most satisfactory and our
prices always reasonable. We make It
our pride to be prompt and efficient
In every respect.
We also carry the
finest line of garden hose In the city,

Grocer
Wholesale
FEED. FLOUR AND GRAIN
for

N K

Is

Established 1878

tlint

N Q

Tirsi National Bank

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

STANDARD

PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.

Albuquerque
Planing Mill
All kinds

Auto. 'Phone 671
Bel!, P.ed 281
412 West Railroad Ave., Albuqucrajua

of mill work a

epeciiltv. The right place
for good work at low price

A.

Economy

J. LOVE. Prop.

Auto phone

4(53

4()l S.

First St.

CO.

STAR FURNITURE

2 14 Gold Ave

n u

e

California
You do not sacrifice comfort for
economy when you go in a

Santa Fe Tourist Pullman.

OFFICE

DESKS

All the Way

Ask S. F. Agent

HOUSE FURNISHINGS

Stoves and Ranges

for

Colonist ticket, Albuquerque
to California. Dally, Feb. 15 to April 7.

$2.r).H)

AND CHAIRS
All Kind

Wy

;t

Blight extra charge for berth. Seat in
chair car free.
it

Albuquerque for
tourist sleeper booklet

DuBtless roadbed

Harvey meals.
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ELEGANCE IN STATIONERY

LITTLE INTEREST
BEING

J OUR NAIL

N

THE REGISTRATION

Closing

of

the Books Shows

Is something the modern. Business Man demands
It is one of the requirements of successful business

Rolls Incomplete.
REVISION

MADE LAST NIGHT

CORRECTIONS BEGIN

TODAY

If the condition of the registration
books in the several wards at the
close of the open registration period,
may be taken as a correct Indication,
there is little interest being taken
by the people of Albuquerque In the
city election of April 3d. The registration at this stage is far from complete and the interest shown by the
voters in getting their names on the

rolls has been extremely small.
The registration books closed In all
wards last night and in one or two oí
the wards the boards made revision
of the rolls thus far made. In others
the rolls will be revised today and
this evening or tomorrow the completed lists will be placed in front of
the registration offices so that the peoples who have failed to register may
get their names on the rolls. Tin
period continues for six
Correction
days, so the man who wants to vote
in the coming city election would do
Well to get his name on the rolls ;ii

once.
The registration thus far made ha
been done entirely by the ward can-assert of the two parties, the board

THE MORNING JOURNAL
JOB ROOMS

Produces Stationery for the Business Mt that is absolutely correct, no matter what the business may be. We've made a. business
of doing it right,
In the Job Rooms there is just one rule:

f

allowing only such registration
as
they knuw Is correct.
"The people ought to take more inbusiness,"
terest In this registration
said a member of one of the boards
yesterday. "This thing of leaving the
registration until the revised list is
being made, causes confusion and the
leaving out of many voters who have
a right to vote, and the delay serve.,
no good cause. The registration In a
lown the size of Albuquerque should
be omplete when the llrst revision is
blade."
The fact remains, however, that the
rolls are not complete and people who
want tn vote will have to hurry and
get In line.
Primaries Saturday Night.
There has been no change In the
program for the republican and democratic primaries Saturday nigh I and
considerable Interest Is being taken In
the wards in the action of these primaries when candidate! for ihe council from
the several wards will bi
named.
The talk of a
ticket still continues but it Is not
actively agitated in either party
and the result will depend largely on
the disposition of the voters as shown
In the primaries.
Republican Primaries call.
The republican city committee yesterday Issued the following formal
call for primaries and convention for
the nomination of candidates for city

Excellence, Vromptness, Accuracy 99
6 he Trice U Always "Right

Should you need anything for the
office that must be done,

be-lii- fi

offices:

Primaries of the republican party
of the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico, are hereby called for Saturday,
tarch 24. 1906, at 7:30 p. m., In the
several wards, to select delegate'
from each ward to attend a city republican convention, to be held In
Colombo hall on Monday March If,
lilflG, at 7:30 p. m
for the purpose
of placing In nomination candidates
for tne following city offices to be
voted for at the ensuing election, to
be held, Tuesday. April 3. 1906:
A mayor for the term of two years.
A city i lerk Por the term of two
years.
a city treasurer for the term of two
years.
Two members of the city council
from the First ward one for a term
of two years, to till out an Unexpired
term and one member for the term
o four years.
One member of the school boar
from the First ward for a term of
four voars.
One member of the city council
front the Secnd ward for a term of
four years.
Two members of the board of education from the Second ward olt
member for a term of two years, to
fill an
unexpired term and one
member for a term of four years.
one member of the city council
from the Third ward for a term of
four years, and one member of th,
board of education from the Third
ward for a term of four years.
One member of the city council
from the Fourth ward for a term of
four years, and one member of the
hoard of education from the Fourth
ward for a term of four years.
Each ward is entitled to fifteen delegates to the general convention.
The First ward primaries will be
held In the city hall and Will he called
together by M. K. Hlckey.
The Second ward primaries will he
held at the old K. of V. hall, and will
be called together by K. H. Harsch.
The TUrd ward primaries will be
held in a vacant room In the Bike'
opera house and will be called together by T. N. Wllkerson.
The Fourth ward primaries will h"
held at the corner of Third street an
Tijera avenue. In the Albright building, and will be called together by Dr.
I.. H. Chamberlain.
I

Cxn Print It a.nd Please You

We

rick's day at F.stufintoaa. the ranch
home of Messrs. S. and J. Medillivray
Saturday evening. Tile hosts were assisted In receiving by Mrs. tleorge
Moss, Miss Lena. Booth and Mrs
DUncan McODHvray.
The house was
decorated In masses of evergreen very
for the occasion and preASSOCIATION WIL L appropriate
sented a charming appearance. Musi
ami dancing were indulged in and at
11 o'clock a delightful lunch was served. The young folk left al a latd
hour, long after the Saint's day was
HERE APRIL G over
and each one declarad the entertainment the most luccessful intheso-cta- l
history of Kstaiu la.
Mr. Kd. I.. Sherwood and Miss Cora
Ijiwrence were uftlted In marriage on
St. Patrick's day at
In the
Meeting Will Discuss "The afternoon. The groom o'clock
is the son of
Mrs. Frank Zlnk of Estancia, and
Miss Lawrence is a niece of Mr. A. It.
McKlnley.
Rev. Mr. Ruoff performSchool end the Church." ed
the ceremony.

CONGREGA

ML

mEET

.1

FOR ADVANCEMENT
WORK

IN

If you axe in a hurry we are prepared to do it quickly

HILDRETH

OF MISSION
NEW

DENIES HE FILED

J. W. MASTERS
Home
UN

.

Supply

(.old Ave.

ELK'S

Company

Colo, Phono II 68

Saturday. March 24,

1906

Communication Made Easy

by

The Great Ellery Band
BOUSE FURNISHING SPECIALTIES
Patented Irons, worth $1.40, for. $1.2:1
Ulankeis, worth $1.2'., for
si. no
Tumblers, worth so per dos, for..ioExtractors, worth

15,

for.

10c

SOLOISTS

FURNITURE
Dining Chairs, worth $1.50, for. $1.00

Hock Island System
5!1

20

pr rc is

KlOHT

H

J5e

'lose Lines
Flour Sifters
I'rv Pans
2 Ut Falls
i al ( ill Cans
Kxtenslnn Rods
Galvanised Palis

Ob-serv- al

50c.

MATINEE

Band

Adults, 7,rc; children, 35c

Greater

Than Ever

Tor Full Particulars sec any Agent or Address

GARNETT KING
General Agent

V.

R. STILES

Gen. Pass. Agent

EL PASO, TEXAS

1

Your Friends
Back East

I

to

1

1

J.

St.

Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Beet. The Only way with two
through trains dally, carrying Standard and Tourist Slceiers,
ion Dining Cars, Chair Cars and Coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

Lower floor $1.00; first three
rows baleonv, 7!ic; balance balcony.

$JMI ARTICLES

Me
Rolling Pins
Coffee Strainers
Drip Pans
Iron Handles
Pudding Pans
uimp Burners

El Paso jft Southwestern System

Led by the
INSPIRED PERI LLO

U ITALIAN ARTISTS

GLASSWARE
Lemon

I

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
ami all points North ami East by the

Spring Musical Festival

To a Phoenix Enterprise reporter,
OX SALE AT MATBON'l
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, April Ben S. Hildreth, receiver of the land
(, 7 and
next, for the discussion of office in that city, denies emnhatically
Wednesday. Match II, o'elook
the general topic "The School and th-the truth of the dispatch wherein lie
Church," together with other impor- Is accused of seeking to oust Register
tan! business of the church and the Moore, and secure the position for
himself. This is what Hildreth says
missions in New Mexico.
The meeting will bring together It, the interview as published in in
We are the Leadin; Druggists
representatives of all the Congrega- J'hoenix paper:
"When 1 was In Washingt in It was
tional churches and Congregational
of the Southwest
mission schools In the territory.
The the farthest thing from my mi ml to
general outline of the program for the prefer charges against either Governor Kibbey or Mr. Moore. There Is
three days follows:
And carry the largest stock
Rev. Moyer a, bill now pending before congress to
Devotional service
Might decide to
Association Sermon, Rev. J. H. Heald do away with the position of receiver
i'Í
Drugs,
Chemicals, Toilet Ar-t- k
W. H. OTI.LEN WATER,
in the land offices, and the object of
settle along
Saturday Morning.
Chairman of the City Republican Devotional
Rev. S. Hernandez. my visit to Mie capital was to see If
es and Fancy Goods between
the
Central Committee.
the hill would 'pass. If so. I Intended
Organization and Rustness.
M. E.
Hlckey. Secretary of the "What May the
Denver and Los Angeles.
applying for another position In this
Expect
Public
From
Ctly Republican Central Comlmttee.
the Church"
Prof. J. E. 'lar. territory which was at that time vacant, and which I could have had
"What May the Church Expect
FREE !
President Roosevelt, however, told me
From the Public Schools."
ENOltiil PINK ci T ALFALFA
Rev. J. W. Harron that the bill could not pass, so I came
DOZEN I OWLS
WKKK. Discussion.
LAST
heme perfectly satisfied.
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
TRY IT. YOl II HENS WIU.
"When the positions of receiver an
Sen, mi Work In New MexCHAIN AND LAV Mission
LESS
I
register
vacant,
were
applied
for
ico
Mrs. Colllngs
MORE EGGS.
that of register. However, by a recess
Saturday Afternoon.
0
S. SECOND.
E. W. PEE.
appointment
Mr. Moore was made
Mr. Rullar
Devotional
If they knew more about your
teglster and the receivership was giv"Do We Need Any Reform In the
neighborhood.
Lowiey's, Guother's aod Whit
For picture framing go to Newen to me. A recess appointment only
of
of
Method
Instruction
the
Bend us a list of their names
m31
comer's Rook Store.
Sunday School" Prof. C. E. Hodgln lasts until congress convenes, and
man's Candles Always Fresh
and addresses. We ill mall to
when that body again met an apa Necessary Rasis for
as
"Education
Rurgains galore in nice Muslin Unthem our descriptive land literHigher Religious Ideals". Dr. Tight plication was made In my behalf for
derwear at the Economist.
the position of register. The applicaature. Why not work together
Discussion.
tion was disapproved, however, and
In this matter. It only cots ycu
Home Missionary Problems
If you haven't tried the Merchants'
Dr. Kingsbury the nominations of both Moore nn I
postal card. Address,
a
lunch In the White Elephant, served
myself to hold the positions of regls-Isle- r
H. O'Rielly Company
Sunday Morning.
from 11 lo 2:30, you have been miss- Dedication of New Pipe Organ.
and receiver, respectively, were
General Colonization Agent
ing a good thing.
confirmed.
Morning Worship (ftermmi)
Druggists, Barnett Building
A. T. A S. F. It).,
"When this was done I dropped the
Cleveland,
Ohio.
Small.
H.
O.
Dr.
(Homestead Entry No. 6232.)
matter altogether, and It has never
Runda? Afternoon.
Chicago
Railway Exchange,
Free
to
any
Notice for Publication.
Delivery
part
of
been
up
by
me.
taken
since that time
Department of the Interior, Land Of- Woman's Hour. ;0.0 to 4:0ft.
city.
I
the
Washington
left
When
Mr.
for
Mrs. J. H. Heald. Mrs. S. Porterfleld.
fice at Hnnta Fe, New Mexico, FebMoore asked me If I was going; to try
ruary 17, 1908.
Sunday Evening.
his position. I told him no, end
folgiven
the
hereby
that
Notice is
Rev. Warren F. Day, D. D.. for
Sermon..
lowing named settler has field notice
First Congrega- we agreed together that both would
Emeritus
Pastor
sblde by the decision of congress, and
of his intentloa to make final proof
tional Church, Los Angeles, Cal.
IJMTInUfl M A fl'ft FRENCH FtMALE I
we have done so. No charges have The
In suppert of his claim, and that said
Elmo
proof will be made before the United ST. PATRICK'S DAV CELEBR ATF,l been filed against (overnor Kibliey
States court commissioner at San Ra- RY
me, although I was Informed In
Club Rooms
Vol NO PEOPLE OF ESTANCIA by
nw Sara
AJUm, Curo la
fael, New Mexico, on Anrll 5.
Washington that charges had been
vljs: Oamie Leeds, of Valencia county.
lua,
tiovt ti ,,trait. K.Ir..M ipwv
fhtt OlllHM
preferred
agnlnst
of
him."
choice
Hospitable
Liquors
Ranch
É.
I
Served. A Good Place
Rail
14. Sec. lo. Entertained at
New Mexico, for the S.
u,
f., 11.00
w I'.il tot
Will
tel.
.,,,,.!.
McUIIUvray's.
away
weary
to
while
the
li
hours.
the
MlOtM
N.. R. 9 W.
He numes the folT.
The Harmless Business Competitor.
All the Popular Games. Keno every
B4f, MM.J HH ,uur vrl,,i to tM
lowing witnesses to prove his conNo business man ever feared a
Monday, Thursday and Saturday
UWITfO MIOICOL CO., Q T4, L.1C..1.QI,
tinuous re'ddence upon and cultiva- Correspondence Mornlna Journal.
competitor
did
not
who
It's
advertise:
tion of said land, vis: John Uvya.
Nights.
Estancia. N. M. Mar. 19. Some one the one who advertises a little more
ileorge Tenlaa. Jose Ross. Wyne hundred
young people aggressively than yourself who InJOSEPH BAHNBTT,
Sold lu
biiniierauo by the JT II.
Est.inrla's
of
Mexico.
Senma,
New
Thomas, all of
In honor of St. Pat
O'Rielly Company.
Proprietor
duces your Insomnia. Isn't this true 7 120 W. Railroad Ave.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register. were entertained
COX-f?M-

I

Matinee uní Night Performance

PAY DAY SPECIALS

MEXICO

An Important meeting of the New
Mexico Association of Congregational
Churches anil Mission Teachers of
that church will be held In the First
Congregational church of this city on

OPERA HOUSE

Sample an i

PILLS.

19.

,

K

a

D. & R. G. SYSTEM
Santa Fe Branch

Eastbound
11:00 a. m
12:61
2:11
2:00
4:02
4:32
6:46
6:30
1:00
4:3
7:30

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
a.
a.
a.

m

Lv
Lv

m....Lv
m
m
m

Lv
Lv
Lv

m....Lv..
m....Lv
m
m
m

Effective necembcr

10, 1905.

STATIONS

Lv
Lv
Ar

Santa Fe
Española
Embudo
Baranca
Servilleta
Tres Piedras
Antonlto
Alamosa
Pueblo
Colorado Springs
Denver

Westbound

Ar....

S:$0 p. m
1:26 p. m
Lv.... 12:26 p. m
Lv....ll:J6 p. m
Lv. ...10:21 p. m
Lv.... 10:00 p. m
Lv.... 8:10 p. m
Lv.... 6:40 a. in
Lv
11:06 p. m
Lv.... 9:46 p. m
Lv.... 7:00 p. m

Lv...

Trains stop at Embudo for dinner where good meals are served.
CONNECTIONS
At Antonlto for Durango, Silverton and intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate points via either the
standard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the narrow gauge via Salida, making
the entire trip in daylight and passing through the Famous Royal Gorge, also

for all points on Creede branch.
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. A,
,
Denver Colo.

A. 8. BARNEY,

Agent.

THOS. F, KELEHER
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Ijip Ito bes,
Horse Blankets, Etc.

MELINI & E AKIN
I

WHOLESALE

Liquor 41 Cigar Dealers

Exclusiva Asenta for
Yellowstone and O. F. O. Whiskies.
Moet A Chandnn White Seal Ohaaa-Dsgn- e.
St. I ami Is a. B. C. Bohemian
and Jos. Schllta Milwaukee Bottled
Palmetto Roof Paint Lasts Five Tears
Beers, ami Owners and Distributers
of the Alvarado Club Whiskey.
and Stops Leaks.
Wilts for our illustrated Catalans
and
nrlce hat.
Cash Paid for Hides and Pelts.
Automatic Trtenhone. IBS.
Salesrooms. Ill South First Street
408 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
RaTW MRXJOO.
ALIiUOUKKAHJK

Paints. Oils and Vanishes
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T. Y. Maynard

Geo. Yi. Hickox

Mnrcli

21.

106.

JUST RECEIVED

Hickox Maynard Company

Ghe

Urtiiliirniw

New Mexico's Leading Jewelers

e

RUGS AND CARPETS

South Second Street

an an a an nana

however, prevented

department,

fire

Special Sale This Week

e

:

Our Watch Repairing and Optical Department are In charge
of men of highest qualification. Special attention to order
by mall and satisfaction guaranteed.

The Arch Front

CONSIGNMENT OF

A LARGE

It is the Place to find Everything the Nicest and the Best

The hook and
LOCAL HEMS OF INTEREST the loss of the mills.
ladder apparatus runs only on the

railroad and was used from the tall
fighting the tire.
tí. F Querden, t Detr. it. Mich, if in
The tegular meeting of the Ten
u KUfst at the Alvurado.
Dons w is held last night at the home
Moines, Io- of Dr. James
I!. A. Younker. if Le
H. Wroth on Copper avwa. Ii in AIIHUt rque on buMhifHS.
enue, when a paper w is read by Mr.
Hi. v n. lie Beth, dentist, returned
K. I!. Crlsty on "Optimism." followed
'Ml. iv from a busbies trip to KI by general discussion by the member-ail of whom wen- present. The occaPaso.
Mr. and
Mr. C. It Troth were sion was made especially notable din-by
among the visitor In the city
the serving of an
ner, such as was served "back on the
v. Browne, the well
M
known farm." when the members were boys.
Lei Vegas wholesale man. was in the The idea was admirably carried out

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

ALBERT FABER.

--

20

20

Per Cent

Per Cent

yv-terdn- v.

elty

tcrdtiy.
F. J. Thomas, the well known Tta-- t
in coal man. was In town yesterday
for the day.
.1. i"
Creagher, of ri.hkI. returned
home yesterday after u short visit In
!

--

Alhutieriue.
Harry

Strong,

Hoop, his Hi II I
lii Los Angele.

nil

of O. V Stronc's
l
from a brief
vi-i-

Pay your poll tax for liinr, at Rup-pe- 's
nil
drill; store before April
avoid the cost of suit.
Mrs .1 H. Ollphnnl and Mrs A YV
Lyman returned
yesterday from
Bhori visit in Ki Paao
(' v. Cook, traveling freight agent
for the Santa FV in New Mexico, came
up from ki Paso yesterday.
Judge Daniel 11 Mc.Vlillan. of So- corro, left Albuquerque yesterday for
a business trip to California
f Uta pioneer of
T. X. lllnrh. o
flallup, Is In the city on murine before the United states court
Mis. T. H. nen.son, of Bland, is the
gaesl "f her daughter. Mrs .1 II
I'ogae, of 101 West Qold avenue.
Mis John It. Me Fie was In the city
for a short time yesterday "ii her way
hi
inta Fe from a visit In
'rttre.i.
Attorney Marry Dooghi rty, of Socorro. luí has tn en spending several
days in AJbttejuerojua, left yesterday
for Qallup.
Inst
left
Hon II. B. Fergusson
night for San Francisco where ne
will remain for ten duys looking after
buslnees mutters.
The regular drill Of Company ! in
i nn last night
tin- armory in Bllte' tm
The
brought nut a full attendance,
company is moving along nicely.
i
of
X
ii Morrison, chief ur
hi BantS I'e coast Unes anil In charge
of the coast lines hospitals, was In
the city yesterday from his headquarters in LOS Angeles.
Mrs A J. Frank ami baby have
Hone for a visit to Santa Monica. Cal
President W ii Oreer, of the Traction compony, Is now in Chicago, nnil

lt

-i-

i

will

return

AlbUQBerque April 1st
star for the proposed spring

(Irani Brothers Construction company,
res in 'he city yes tarda) looking aftero
business matter. Mr. Cushion wa-i.near Bprts.
his wiiv to the cut-of- f
where the company Is Conducting operations.
Attention Kik' Ail F.ik are hereby requested to be at Borders' under- t iking
moms this afternoon at ':"
.. loci to attend the funeral of our
Bi
iti brother, E a Llndemann.
order of the exalted ruler. Boy Mi
Dons Id, secretary.
Robert L Kelley, who has been
fitting the pulpit of the Baptist church
during the absence of the pastor, left
yesterday for Chicago, where he will
studies In the divinity
resume hi
.r the I'nlverslty
of Chicago
Mr. Kellej has mnile many Mends
while here and Hitad the pulpit of the
very acceptably.
i Iniriii
Mayor Frank McKee, J. J sheri-.l.iHenry WeHterfleld, W. It. Moore
U HameS ami II R. Sherman. COB- tltuting the degree team of tin Albuquerque Aerie of the Fraternal Order of Ragles left yesterday for iis
Vega, v lu re last night they officiatf a lodge in
ed nl tin- iiistltutl
The new aerie begins Its
ItJ
thill
membership.
life
nh a strong
A "pink" party was given Mondny
night In the Red Men's hall by a number of young ladles of the Bpanlsh-- t
picric n club. In which ail the guests
l,l ml it very pleasant evening and
heartily congratulated the vming lain,on their successful management.
UU-.eTeresltn and Victorians Unci
h.ol charge of the entertainment un. I
the music was furnished by I'rofi n
Mendoza and Frank A. Chavez.
Sue, l, ,1 convocation of Pilgrim
No. .1, this evening, at s
o'clock. Work In the Butch degree.
.1.
'".
A full atiéndame is desired
I 'ei
iter. record
The Lo Lunas roller mills caughl
lire Monday afternoon at
o'clock.
Supposedly by a spark from a passing
I
engine and for .i shot time It looked
a if the plant Would be destroyed
The prompt work of the Los lain is
--
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F.J. HOUSTON JOHN S. BEAVEN

BE gH EBB SB flg
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COAL

Harness and Saddles

ALFALFA

i

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO
PLUMBERS AND TINNERS
319-321-32-

Nash Electrical Supply Co

AND MIXED FEED
OF ALL KINDS.

GROUND

SORTS OF VERY

Both Phones.

506

W.

Railroad

i

Nearly Fiery Mcrrhnnt
his business hv the
us., of spe, lal ruled blanks and nc-- I
count hooks. We can rule and bind
them to suit your needs. Let's talk It

--

002 SOUTH

II. s. Mthgou

Bookbinders,

Co.,

V

Journal

IStilldlns;,

The verv best ol kiuisau Fltv nee.7
mill unit tun at I mil Klclnwort's. I I 'J
North Third Street.
1.
Remember a piano i
last a
lifetime. Thai Is one rea -- on why It
puis to Investigate end examine our
large snd varied assortment or litgh
grade piano-- , we are always nimi to
show our stock, even If you arc not
read) to bay,
Bee Lesmanl v

rv

I

Fl'RNITI'RK

".IK

P,

K.

FRITH

(

Our new 76 --foot addition Rives us theg
best equipment In the elty for board-Inyour private rlK- Talk with me
about it. BaSCa(e delivered to any
pnrt of the city.
T. V. FORD. Prop.,
Auto. Phone 004.
Ill John St.

Ml WW.

M.

O'CIAH

First Class Turnouts at Reasonable Rates.
Old Phone
New Phone FJ2.

2

Cash Will Tell

COAL

$8.00 s ton
Cerrillos
American Block,Gallttp. .$6.00 a ton

COKE

A

Large Sacks

$1.30

Small Sacks

65c

Telephone call or a Penny

makes a saving for you.

WOOD

$2.25 anil $2 75

Rig Load

PATENT FLOUR

Postal brings the goods and

$5.75 ton

Mill

Whitney Company

Cash

Albuquerque

Grocery Company

W.H.Hain&CO

Wholesale Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona

The BIS North Bad Store.
Pilones:

niack

Phones: 418

Colo. Rlk

2H0

27.

Write for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements

Auto. 623

The Largest Stock West of Kansas City

On Top....

K

1

I'or Its enduring qualities you
11 ill
find our ptombtag Work.
When oii tire looking minimi
lor ii low estimate on your job.
let MS put you on tup by 0SHtt
lllg muí Ion prices.

t t

r r '?
What part of this paper do von
Is the most
sumióse
to the
person who is catre 1'iterestlne
V
looklna for a
or
room
furnished
bOarditUC
place''
Is your ad In tlmi ,,art of the nauer?

DIAMONDS

J. L. Bell Co.
22

W.

Stloer Afa

THE LEADING JEWELER

White and Black Hearse

Sash. Doors. Glass. Cement H
ALBUQUERQUE LUNBERCO
First Street 41 Marquette Avenue.

Albuquerque,

AlBUQUERQUé,

BUILDERS,

201-21-

North Second

Street

THE MOON STUDIO
THE MOON STUtílO

J

b MU. E. MOON

Cheevp FLivtes

ETC.

South

NORMAN

1. KI

MM

F.HFIl

n'

Imperial

cubic
Vnclcnl
Council
Nobles of Mystic Mirine Convention, Uos Angeles, Cal., .Muy

order
I log,

National CongrCSS Of Mothers. LOS
iimmi.
Ingeles, Cal., Muy
i'or the above occasions tickets will
lie sold lo bos Anicetos or Sun Fran-else- o
nl the rale of one lure for the
round trip.
Dale of sulc Airll a lo May 6.
ilioti. Inclusive.
l'liiul limit .llllv .11, moo.

Planing Mill Go,

THE ENGLE WOOD

J

West

Special Excunion i City of Mexico
Return Rata or M0.9S lor tlM
round trip. Date of sale April to i;
May .. inclusive. I'lnal return limit

ami

.luly 81,

I

WOO.

1,

Conference of the
Mormon Church. Sail Lake ( in. I tali.
April
11100.
Itate ISS.10 for Hie
round trip. Dale of sale March :to lo
Anril :', lactaslve.
Final limit six!)
days from date of sale.
semi-Alum-

-.

Liberal Stopovers on all above excusions.
For full information call at the Ticket Office.

The Superior Lumber and

A

(Si

-i

'"d to give estimill
mates on anything from
work of n home to mnkliifc a
window screen mid will Kiiurmi-i- c
ss tlsfaction.
will

North First Street

401-40- 3

NEW MEXICO

M

To Contractors

Wc

We wish to aunoniHT Hast we have on file nil of the negative made by
Mr. Vorliccs whlh- - In bsbsNMH in tilts city ami nil negatives made by
0i llutmsn.
bis successor, Mr.
We mske speokll rates on duplicate plmolos from all negatives and
can make Usees' In any utile muí hím-- .

roofing.

New Mexico

South First Street

Having consolidated the Pnoenls
mid Superior plaining Mill- -, the
or the latest demachinery
signs end best makes, we m-r mii.i.
ia re, i to do nil kinds
never before
oiti in iiNewpriceMexico,
s tempted in

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Rui I road Avenue

REX FU.VTROTe

17

f

LUMBER!
AJVD

15-- 1

The Tromot Tlumbr4

MONUMENTS
O

13-- 1

,

HOUSE

When bought right are a good investment.
Our prices
RK.IIT.
We Invite you to call and examine the beautiful diamond are
goods we are
offering. Also Watches, Jewelry, Silverware etc Mail orders
receive
prompt attention.

F VERETT

The Birdsell Wagon
THE WORLD'S BEST"

BOSS

TIII'IISDW.

SO

.. .ST ARLES.

LIVERY. FFFI) & SALE
STABLES

Tl( V

SALE
ST., I

-

The Highland Livery

fan systematize
over.

FIRST STREET-

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

3

Av

CO
W. L. THIMBLE
Glarkville Produce Co .IVKHY, FFFD AND TRANSFER
Chief of Police MoMlllill held
short and very Interesting session of
Juvenile COUri ill by himself yesterday afternoon, when an ev,.n
half
doy.cn Of wi. ki d small boys were up
to answer to barges of various and
sundry thefts. All of the thefts were
complained of by people on Ihe West
side, north of Fifth street, who have
been losing dogs, pigeons and other
live stock and poultry until the neighborhood hSS become aroused. Several of the boys han- been in trouble bail re and .is all of them .ire too young
for criminal action the police are
somewhat pussled to find s wnytodoal
with them. The chief talked sternly
to the youngsters yesterday and told
them what would be coining to them
ill a little while if they didn't be good.
but he isn't certain whether he lauded with the proper impression or not.
The general opinion seems to be the
the inly proper mid lasting Imprelion sts! .in be made Is with a
pit
of scanning,
in the meantime
'liief M. Millin is lunging for the time
when the New MeitCO reform school
will be in shape to lake In patient-- .

Discount

Discount

WOOD

Kodaks. Sporting
Typewriters
Bicycles

10

A a i
Alpuojierque the
in
tee meeting
member of the Mesa park driving
racing matiNooüitlon aie to give
nee In Traction park In the mar fuyet
been Bxed
ture. The .late has not
the
Of Phoenix, of
ISmeS

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

and furnished much amusement.
Work for the proposed Albuquerque inan hing club of Klks to attend
the Denver convention of the order. Is
progressing smoothly, and It now
leemS prObaMe that the biggest delegation of the atitlered herd ever sent
..in of Albuquerque will go to represent this city at the big show. The
In our new location
Denver convention now promises to
l.e more largely attended than any
205 W. Railroad Av.
previous convention.
General Foreman John Connelly, of
lioilermaJtSf
the Santa Fe shops.
Foreman Johnson and Machine Shop
Albuquerque
left
Cutlosn
foreman
yesterday morning for La Junta and
Goods
Topeku, whi te a meeting of mechanical department heads of the Santa Fe
aivd
ANDsystem is to be held.
Mrs. Jessie Banner! or tig North
Second street, entertained at luncheon yesterday afternoon, her guests
being Mra Taylor of Santa Fe. Mrs.
Merger of Helen, and Mrs Coral Roberts of Albuquerque. Mrs. Taylor le!t Koda.k Finishing and Bicycle Relast night for a visit In California.
McMoney, B. C. Haines, A,
L, K
pairing a Specially.
V. Dunbat and Victor C. II. Means,
all of the United Mates marine corps,
BOTH PHONES
502 S. FIRST ST
registered it the Alvarado last nigh'
having Stopped Off on their way from
San Francisco east.
a Barmann, ol Los Angeles, chief
THE LIGHT OF LOVE
of the Santa Fe oast lines water serhaiing arrived
vice. i in the city,
Bui for prac
is nil right In Its place
from the wi st last night.
use the electric lignt is
tical cvery-da- y
Mrs k. it. LucgStnger left last night
better. If you are getting along withfor a visit to friends and relatives in Choice and Bright Kansas Hay out this modern method of illuminaWisconsin.
tion you arc behind the times. Suppose you let us tell you the advantages
In
William 8. Fitch, of Puel lo,
of ELECTRIC LIGHTING. They are
the city for a few days.
many, including convenience, safety,
Hon. Nelil B. Fo ld was In Bsnts r
beauty and economy. We are at your
ALFALFA SEED
veslerd. iv on business.
service any time. You can call on us
III. I F. GUARS SEED
or If you say so we will call on you.
Which shall It he?
WHITE CLOVER SEED
SMALL BOYS HELD FOR ALL

T. E. PURDY, Agent

Toti&GradiFOR

Dealers In
GROCERIES. I'HOVISIONS. HAY.
MRS. 9. BOULDEN. Prop.
tiKAIN AMI Ft KI,.
or imponed Wines. Mauors
ftm
line
Auto. Phone SI4
and 4 lirai's. Finer Your Orders
For 'lids lilnr Willi Us.
Cerner Second Street and Copper Ave.
Noitni tiiik
Albuaueraus. New Mexico.
2i3-2;s-a- i7

street.

sale

lilark Minoren. Plymoulh
IliM'k and Rhode Island
Red Kicjts: $1 ier Sellinc

KLUMPP, 1006 South Edith St

